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1 Introduction 

By letter dated November 23, 2009, as amended by letters dated December 22, 2014, and 
February 25, 2015, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) submitted an application for 
renewal of the operating licenses for Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Units 1 and 2 (DCPP), to the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).  DCPP is located in Avila Beach, CA.  The 
purpose of this report is to provide a concise summary of the determinations and conclusions 
reached, including the significant issues identified, as a result of the two scoping processes that 
the NRC staff conducted as part of the environmental review of this license renewal application. 

As part of the application, PG&E submitted an Environmental Report (ER) (PG&E 2009, 2014, 
2015) prepared in accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 51, 
“Environmental protection regulations for domestic licensing and related regulatory functions,” 
which contains the NRC requirements for implementing the National Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq., herein referred to as NEPA).  The requirements for preparation 
and submittal of ERs to the NRC are outlined in 10 CFR 51.53(c)(3). 

The requirements in Section 51.53(c)(3) were based upon the findings documented in 
NUREG-1437, “Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear 
Plants” (GEIS) (NRC 1996, 1999, 2013).  In the GEIS, the NRC staff identified and evaluated 
the environmental impacts associated with license renewal.  After issuing a draft version of the 
GEIS, the NRC staff received and considered input from Federal and state agencies, public 
organizations, and private citizens before developing the final document.  As a result of the 
assessments in the GEIS, a number of impacts were determined to be generic to all nuclear 
power plants (or, in some cases, to plants having specific characteristics such as a particular 
type of cooling system).  These generic issues were designated as “Category 1” impacts.  
An applicant for license renewal may adopt the conclusions contained in the GEIS for 
Category 1 impacts unless there is new and significant information that may cause the 
conclusions to differ from those of the GEIS.  Other impacts that require a site-specific review 
were designated as “Category 2” impacts and are required to be evaluated in the applicant’s 
ER. 

On January 27, 2010, and July 1, 2015, the NRC staff initiated and reopened, respectively, the 
scoping process for DCPP by issuing Federal Register notices (75 FR 4427, 80 FR 37664).  
These Federal Register notices informed the public of the NRC staff’s intent to prepare a 
plant-specific supplement to the GEIS regarding the application for renewal of the DCPP 
operating licenses.  The plant-specific supplement to the GEIS is also referred to as the 
supplemental environmental impact statement (SEIS).  The SEIS will be prepared in 
accordance with 10 CFR Part 51. 

The scoping process provides an opportunity for public participation to identify issues to be 
addressed in the SEIS and to highlight public concerns and issues.  The notices of intent 
(75 FR 4427, 80 FR 37664) identified the following objectives of the scoping process: 

 Define the proposed action, which is to be the subject of the supplement to the GEIS; 

 Determine the scope of the supplement to the GEIS and identify the significant issues to 
be analyzed in depth; 

 Identify and eliminate from detailed study those issues that are peripheral or that are not 
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significant; 

 Identify any environmental assessments and other ElSs that are being or will be 
prepared that are related to, but are not part of, the scope of the supplement to the GEIS 
being considered; 

 Identify other environmental review and consultation requirements related to the 
proposed action; 

 Indicate the relationship between the timing of the preparation of the environmental 
analyses and the Commission’s tentative planning and decision-making schedule; 

 Identify any cooperating agencies and, as appropriate, allocate assignments for 
preparation and schedules for completing the supplement to the GEIS to the NRC and 
any cooperating agencies; and 

 Describe how the supplement to the GEIS will be prepared and include any contractor 
assistance to be used. 

The NRC’s proposed action is deciding whether to renew the DCPP operating licenses for an 
additional 20 years. 

The scope of the SEIS includes an evaluation of the environmental impacts of renewing the 
DCPP licenses and of the reasonable alternatives to license renewal.  The “Scoping Comments 
and Responses” section of this report includes specific issues identified by the comments.  The 
subsequent NRC staff responses explain whether the issues will be addressed in the SEIS and, 
if so, where in the report they will likely be addressed. 

Throughout the scoping process, the NRC staff identified and eliminated peripheral issues.  This 
report provides responses to comments that were determined to be either out of the scope of 
this review, or provided no new information.  Those comments that were both substantive and 
within the scope of the NRC’s license renewal environmental review will be evaluated in detail 
and documented in the appropriate sections of the SEIS for the DCPP license renewal. 

In parallel with its NEPA review, the NRC staff is conducting section 7 consultation under the 
Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) to ensure the protection of listed species and 
designated critical habitat that may be affected by the proposed license renewal.  The 
regulations that implement section 7 (50 CFR 402, “Interagency cooperation—Endangered 
Species Act of 1973, as amended”) describe the consultation procedures that Federal agencies 
must follow in order to fully comply with the act.  Depending on the project, the NRC may need 
to consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), the National Marine Fisheries Service 
(NMFS), or both.  In the case of DCPP, the NRC staff is consulting with both the FWS and 
NMFS.  The NRC is also in consultation with NMFS per the requirements of the Magnuson–
Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act, as amended, which requires Federal 
agencies to consult with NMFS for any Federal actions that may adversely affect essential fish 
habitat. 

In accordance with 36 CFR 800.8, “Coordination with the National Environmental Policy Act,” 
the NRC will coordinate compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA) through the requirements of NEPA.  NRC staff has initiated consultation with the 
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Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the California State Historic Preservation Office, and 
Federally-recognized tribes with historic ties to the area surrounding DCPP. 

The NRC staff expects to publish the draft SEIS in August 2016.  The SEIS will be prepared by 
NRC staff with contract support from Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and Idoneous 
Consulting. 

The NRC invited the applicant; Federal, state, and local government agencies; Indian tribal 
governments; local organizations; and individuals to participate in the scoping process by 
providing oral comments at the scheduled public meetings or by submitting written comments 
before the end of both scoping comment periods on April 12, 2010, and August 31, 2015, 
respectively.  The scoping process included a total of four public meetings.  The first two public 
meetings were held on March 3, 2010, at the Embassy Suites San Luis Obispo, 333 Madonna 
Road, San Luis Obispo, CA.  The final two meetings were held on August 5, 2015, at the 
Courtyard by Marriott San Luis Obispo, 1605 Calle Joaquin Road, San Luis Obispo, CA.  The 
NRC staff issued press releases and purchased newspaper advertisements to advertise these 
meetings.  Approximately 150 people attended the March 2010 meetings and approximately 
300 people attended the August 2015 meetings.  Each session began with NRC staff members 
providing a brief overview of the NRC’s NEPA environmental review process.  Following the 
NRC staff’s prepared statements, the floor was opened for public comments.  A total of 
60 attendees at the March 2010 meetings and 83 attendees at the August 2015 meetings 
provided oral comments that were recorded and transcribed by a certified court reporter.  The 
NRC staff issued summaries of the scoping meetings on April 21, 2011 (NRC 2011a) and 
September 1, 2015 (NRC 2015d). 

In addition to the comments received at the meetings, the NRC also received 20 letters and 24 
emails in 2010, and 101 letters in 2015 with comments about the review.  All documents 
associated with this scoping process are available for public inspection in the NRC Public 
Document Room (PDR), located at One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, 
Maryland  20852, or from the NRC’s Agencywide Documents Access and Management System 
(ADAMS).  The ADAMS Public Electronic Reading Room is accessible at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html.  Persons who encounter problems in accessing 
documents in ADAMS should contact the NRC’s PDR Reference staff by telephone at 
1-800-397-4209 or 301-415- 4737 or by e-mail at pdr.resource@nrc.gov.  The ADAMS 
accession number for each document is listed below in Tables 1 and 2. 

At the conclusion of the scoping period, the NRC staff reviewed the transcripts (NRC 2010a, 
2010b, 2015b, 2015c), meeting notes, and all written material received in order to identify 
individual comments.  As further explained below, each comment was marked with a unique 
identifier that allows each comment to be traced back to the transcript, letter, or e-mail in which 
the comment was identified.  Comments were consolidated and categorized according to the 
topic within the proposed SEIS or according to the general topic if outside the scope of the 
GEIS.  Once comments were grouped according to subject area, the NRC staff determined the 
appropriate action for the comment.  The action or resolution for each comment is described in 
the NRC staff’s responses within this report.  In those cases where no new environmental 
information was provided by the commenter, only a brief response has been provided to the 
comment and no further evaluation will be performed. 

The preparation of the SEIS will take into account all of the relevant issues raised during the 
scoping process.  The SEIS will address both Category 1 and 2 issues, along with any new 
information identified as a result of the scoping process.  The SEIS will rely on conclusions 

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html
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supported by information in the GEIS for Category 1 issues and will include analysis of 
Category 2 issues and any new and significant information (NRC 2013).  The NRC will issue a 
draft SEIS for public comment.  The comment period will offer the next opportunity for interested 
Federal, state, and local government agencies; Indian tribal governments; local organizations; 
the applicant; and other members of the public to provide input to the NRC’s environmental 
review process.  The comments received on the draft SEIS will be considered in the preparation 
of the final SEIS.  The final SEIS, along with the staff’s safety evaluation report (SER), will 
provide much of the basis for the NRC’s decision on PG&E’s application to renew the DCPP 
licenses. 
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2 Comments Received During the Scoping Comment Period 

Table 1 identifies the individuals providing comments during the 2010 scoping period and the 
assigned Commenter ID.  Individuals are listed alphabetically, along with the document type and 
identifier of the source document through which the comment was submitted. 

Table 1.  Individuals Providing Comments during the 2010 Scoping Comment Period 

Commenter 
Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Susan Atlee None given CN Letter ML103050046 

Sheila Baker None given S Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Della Barrett None given CS Letter ML110840123 

Rochelle Becker 
Alliance for 

Nuclear 
Responsibility 

AO Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

CF Email ML103010449 

Jim Bennett PG&E AK Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Jack Biesek None given BB Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

James Boyd 

Commissioner and 
Vice Chair, 

California Energy 
Commission 

BX Email ML101270220 

Joe Boysen None given 

AY Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

B Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

ML Boysen None given BN Email ML101270208 

Michael Brass 

Project Manager, 
Granite 

Construction 
Company 

BW Letter ML101270219 

Lauren Brown None given J Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Jeff Buckingham None given AQ Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 
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Commenter 
Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

James Byerley None given BG Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Barbara Byron California Energy 
Commission 

AG Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

CU Letter ML110840123 

Lois Capps U.S. 
Representative CK Letter ML103050047 

Andrew Christie Director, Santa 
Lucia Sierra Club Y Afternoon 

Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Dave Christy None given AW Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Paul Clanon 

Executive Director, 
Public Utilities 

Commission, State 
of California 

CG Letter ML103050058 

June Cochran None given AL Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Melody DeMeritt 
Chapter Chair, 

Sierra Club Santa 
Lucia Chapter 

CW Letter ML101040674 

Bill Denneen None given 

BI Email ML101270193 

G Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Diane Dolden None given CE Email ML101270232 

Carl Dudley None given 
BF Evening Scoping 

Meeting ML100850388 

BZ Email ML101270223 

Judy Evered 

Co-Chair, Santa 
Barbara Women’s 

International 
League for Peace 

and Freedom 

A Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

AX Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

CM Letter ML103050049 
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Commenter 
Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Lee Ferrero 

President/CEO 
(Retired), Private 

Industry Council of 
San Luis Obispo 

County, Inc. 

CJ Letter ML103050051 

Richard Fryer None given 

BL Email ML101270206 

C Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Jim Galusha CEO, Silverado 
Stages, Inc. BR Email ML101270212 

Dwight Goggans Retiree, California 
Highway Patrol R Afternoon 

Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Dr. Henrietta Groot None given AR Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

David Hafemeister None given V Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Jan Haynes None given BM Email ML101270207 

Shelly Higginbotham None given AC Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Adam Hill 

Board of 
Supervisors, San 

Luis Obispo 
County 

E Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

John Holloway PG&E BC Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

William Jack None given 
L Afternoon 

Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

BY Letter ML101270221 

Chris Joyce PG&E AH Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Ermina Karim 
San Luis Obispo 

Chamber of 
Commerce 

AA Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 
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Commenter 
Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Ms. Keltey 
Representative for 

Willow Walking 
Turtle 

AE Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Catherine Kornreich Kornreich Design 
Associates, Inc. BV Letter ML101270218 

Sally Krenn PG&E M Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Peggy Koteen None given T Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Richard Krenzdorf None given Z Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

M.C. Lawver None given AD Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Lynne Levine None given Q Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Robert Lewin 

Deputy Chief, Cal 
Fire/San Luis 

Obispo County Fire 
Department 

O Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Jeff Lewis Retiree, PG&E X Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Sherry Lewis None given D Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Stephen Lieberman None given BT Letter ML101270216 

Chuck Lidden None given AZ Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

John Lindsey PG&E AU Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Joanne Main 

President and 
CEO, Atascadero 

Chamber of 
Commerce 

U Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Ted Martino 
Owner, Atlas 
Performance 

Industries, Inc. 
CC Email ML101270230 
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Commenter 
Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Rebecca McMurry 
CEO, Pismo Beach 

Chamber of 
Commerce 

P Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Carolyn Moffatt 
President, San 

Luis Harbor 
Commission 

BE Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

CI Letter ML103050053 

Laura Murphy Morris & Garritano 
Insurance CB Letter ML101270228 

Brian Myracle None given CD Email ML101270231 

James Patterson 
San Luis Obispo 
County Board of 

Supervisors 
AS Evening Scoping 

Meeting ML100850388 

Mark Phillips None given 
BA Evening Scoping 

Meeting ML100850388 

CV Letter ML110840123 

Ginger Schenk Owner, C&S 
Industrial Coatings CX Letter ML103050057 

Peter Schneider 

Branch Manager of 
Independent 

Electric Supply, 
Central Coast 

BU Email ML101270217 

Klaus Schumann None given BJ Email ML101270202 

Barbara Scott None given AJ Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Kathy Silverman President, Excel 
Cleaning, Inc. CL Letter ML103050052 

Charlee Smith None given AV Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Noah Smukler 
Betty Winholtz 

Council Members, 
City of Morro Bay CO Letter ML100560321 

Deb Spatafore None given BO Email ML101270209 

Jim Stevens Vice President, 
Atascadero Glass BP Email ML101270210 
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Commenter 
Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Jane Swanson San Luis Obispo 
Mothers for Peace 

AN Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

BK Email ML101270205 

N Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Jane Swanson 
June Cochran 
Jill ZamEk 

San Luis Obispo 
Mothers for Peace CP letter ML110840123 

Karen Swift None given 
AP Evening Scoping 

Meeting  ML100850388 

CQ Letter ML110840123 

Sonja Swift None given BH Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Edward Thoma 
Vice President, 
Thoma Electric, 

Inc. 
CA Email ML101270224 

Ned M. Thompson Filipponi & 
Thompson Drilling CZ Letter ML103050050 

Betsy Umhofer 

District 
Representative for 
Congresswoman 

Lois Capps 

F Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Chris Ungar 

Trustee of the San 
Luis Coastal 

Unified School 
District 

AI Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Ed Valentine 

Superintendent, 
San Luis Coastal 
Unified School 

District  

I Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Tracey Vardas PG&E AF Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Ed Waage None given AB Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 
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Commenter 
Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Duane Waddell None given W Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

W.H. Wadman None given CT letter ML110840123 

Hugh Wadman None given K Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

David Weisman 
Alliance for 

Nuclear 
Responsibility 

H Afternoon 
Scoping Meeting ML100850376 

Patrick Weller 

Executive Vice 
President, Pacific 

West Energy 
Solutions 

CY Letter ML103050056 

Larry Werner CEO, North Coast 
Engineering Inc. BS Letter ML101270213 

Steve White None given CR Letter ML110840123 

Michael Wighton President, A & J 
Refrigeration BQ Email ML101270211 

Larry Womack Retiree, PG&E AT Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Sharon Young Business Owner, 
Avila Valley CH Letter ML103050054 

Jill ZamEk San Luis Obispo 
Mothers for Peace AM Evening Scoping 

Meeting ML100850388 

Steve Zawalick None given BD Evening Scoping 
Meeting ML100850388 

Each comment was marked with a unique identifier consisting of the Commenter ID (specified in 
Table 1) and a comment number corresponding to the sequential comment.  This unique 
identifier allows each comment to be traced back to the transcript, letter, or e-mail in which the 
comment was identified. 

Table 2 identifies the individuals providing comments during the 2015 scoping period and the 
assigned Commenter ID.  Individuals are listed alphabetically, along with the document type and 
identifier of the source document through which the comment was submitted. 
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Table 2.  Individuals Providing Comments during the 2015 Scoping Comment Period 

Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Sylvia Alcon None given 001 Comment Letter 
(L011) ML15238A724 

Amy Anderson 
Santa Barbara 
County Action 

Network 
002 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Kaila Anderson Economic Vitality 
Corporation 003 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Dr. Anthony Armini 
Californians for 
Green Nuclear 

Power 
004 

Comment Letter 
(L085) ML15289A405 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Steve Arnold 

San Luis Obispo 
County 

Cattlemen's 
Association 

005 Comment Letter 
(L023) ML15251A200 

Paula Ash Guacamole Fund 006 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Sybil Ashley 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

007 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Bill Barrow Port San Luis 
Harbor District 008 Comment Letter 

(L077) ML15289A316 

Jane Baxter None given 009 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Rochelle Becker 
Alliance for 

Nuclear 
Responsibility 

010 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Nina Beety None given 011 Comment Letter 
(L096) ML15292A391 

Eron Beton None given 012 Comment Letter 
(L014) ML15244A387 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Anthony Bisset None given 013 Comment Letter 
(L100) ML15292A389 

Michael Boyer None given 014 Comment Letter 
(L004) ML15225A118 

Elizabeth Brousse 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

015 

Comment Letter 
(L036) ML15275A234 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Dr. Jerry Brown World Business 
Academy 017 Comment Letter 

(L083) ML15289A402 

Marty Brown None given 018 

Comment Letter 
(L037) ML15275A235 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Michael Brown 

Coalition for 
Labor, 

Agriculture, and 
Business of San 

Luis Obispo 
County and 
Coalition for 

Labor, 
Agriculture, and 

Business of 
Santa Barbara 

County 

019 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Jackson Browne None given 020 Comment Letter 
(L035) ML15275A233 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Bruce Campbell None given 021 

Comment Letter 
(L099) 

ML15292A545 
ML15275A215* 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Tom Campbell Guacamole Fund 022 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Dr. Alexander 
Cannara None given 023 

Comment Letter 
(L031) ML15275A229 

Comment Letter 
(L086) ML15292A235 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Margaret Carman None given 024 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Milton Carrigan None given 025 

Comment Letter 
(L005) ML15225A120 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Dr. Sam Casalina None given 026 Comment Letter 
(L040) ML15275A216 

Andrew Christie Sierra Club Santa 
Lucia Chapter 027 

Comment Letter 
(L007) ML15225A122 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Mary Ciesinski 
Environmental 
Center of San 
Luis Obispo 

028 Comment Letter 
(L026) 

ML15251A203 
ML15282A352* 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Madeline Cimone None given 029 Comment Letter 
(L093) ML15292A340 

Gayle Comer None given 030 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Lynn Compton 
San Luis Obispo 
County Board of 

Supervisors 
031 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Gary Corsiglia None given 032 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

David Crosby None given 033 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Liz Curren None given 034 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Keay Davidson None given 035 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Adrianne Davis None given 036 Comment Letter 
(L002) ML15225A116 

Kathi DiPeri 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

037 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Carl Dudley None given 038 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Terre Dunivant None given 039 Comment Letter 
(L053) ML15282A332 

Christian Fine None given 040 Comment Letter 
(L050) ML15282A328 

Michele Flom None given 041 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Yvonne Floyd None given 042 Comment Letter 
(L055) ML15282A335 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Nancy Foley None given 043 Comment Letter 
(L015) ML15244A386 

Fred Frank None given 044 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Daryl Gale None given 045 

Comment Letter 
(L094) ML15292A341 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Michele Gardner Town of Fairfax, 
CA 046 Comment Letter 

(L024) ML15251A201 

John Geesman 
Alliance for 

Nuclear 
Responsibility 

047 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

William Gloege None given 048 

Comment Letter 
(L079) ML15289A398 

Comment Letter 
(L084) ML15289A403 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Ernest Goitein None given 049 Comment Letter 
(L060) ML15282A351 

Dion Good None given 050 Comment Letter 
(L065) ML15287A426 

Kirk Gothier None given 051 Comment Letter 
(L082) ML15289A401 

Nancy Graves 
Environmental 
Center of San 
Luis Obispo 

052 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Dr. Bob Greene 
Thorium Energy 

Alliance of Silicon 
Valley 

053 

Comment Letter 
(L088) ML15292A237 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Eric Greening None given 054 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Dr. Henrietta Groot 

San Luis Obispo 
Mothers for 
Peace and 
Alliance for 

Nuclear 
Responsibility 

055 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Barbara Harmon None given 056 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Minea Herwitz None given 057 Comment Letter 
(L042) ML15282A298 

Carole Hisasue 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

058 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Ace Hoffman None given 059 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Sharon Hoffman None given 060 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Elaine Holder None given 061 Comment Letter 
(L054) ML15282A333 

Emilie Inman None given 062 Comment Letter 
(L067) ML15287A430 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Joseph Ivora None given 063 

Comment Letter 
(L032) ML15275A230 

Comment Letter 
(L095) ML15292A390 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Mary Ivora None given 064 Comment Letter 
(L038) ML15275A213 

Jeff Jacoby None given 065 Comment Letter 
(L048) ML15282A353 

Cori Jane None given 066 Comment Letter 
(L049) ML15282A302 

Molly Johnson 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

067 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

David Jolly None given 068 Comment Letter 
(L051) ML15282A329 

Anthony Kalvans None given 069 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Anne Kellogg None given 070 Comment Letter 
(L025) ML15251A202 

Gary Kirkland None given 071 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Mike Kirkwood 

Economic 
Alliance of 

Northern Santa 
Barbara County 

072 Comment Letter 
(L090) ML15292A239 

Diane Koletzke None given 073 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Mark Landon Nature Corps 074 Comment Letter 
(L016) ML15244A384 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Sandra Lee None given 075 Comment Letter 
(L062) ML15287A427 

Sherry Lewis 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

076 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

LMH Anonymous None given 077 Comment Letter 
(L075) ML15289A314 

Ellen Lodge 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

078 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Jessica Lovering 
The 

Breakthrough 
Institute 

079 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Nathan Macher None given 080 Comment Letter 
(L003) ML15225A117 

Terry Madonna 
Plumbers and 

Pipefitters Local 
403 

081 

Comment Letter 
(L009) ML15225A125 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Marni Magda None given 151 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Simone Malboeuf 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

082 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Michael Manetas None given 083 Comment Letter 
(L006) ML15225A121 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Ann McPherson 

U.S. 
Environmental 

Protection 
Agency 

084 Comment Letter 
(L028) ML15258A345 

Oliver Mellan Radiation Filters 
Legal Team 085 

Comment Letter 
(L087) ML15292A236 

Comment Letter 
(L091) ML15292A240 

Marianne Mellow None given 086 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

David Merrick None given 087 Comment Letter 
(L008) ML15225A123 

Natalia Merzoyan None given 088 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Vita Miller None given 089 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Joseph Mirabile None given 091 

Comment Letter 
(L041) ML15275A217 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Gina Mori 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

092 

Comment Letter 
(L027) ML15257A213 

Comment Letter 
(L059) ML15282A350 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Randy Morton Friends of Diablo 
Canyon 093 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Larry Murray 
Plumbers and 

Pipefitters Local 
403 

094 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Allen Myers None given 095 Comment Letter 
(L044) ML15282A300 

Graham Nash None given 096 Comment Letter 
(L034) ML15275A232 

Dr. Gene Nelson 
Californians for 
Green Nuclear 

Power 
097 

Comment Letter 
(L063) ML15287A437 

Comment Letter 
(L064) ML15289A374 

Comment Letter 
(L070) ML15287A435 

Comment Letter 
(L071) ML15287A436 

Comment Letter 
(L072) ML15287A438 

Comment Letter 
(L074) ML15289A313 

Comment Letter 
(L080) ML15289A399 

Comment Letter 
(L081) ML15289A400 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Debby Nicklas French Hospital 
Medical Center 098 Comment Letter 

(L033) ML15275A231 

Gregory Odom None given 099 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Kathy Oliver 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

100 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Linde Owen None given 101 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Rick Owen None given 102 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Mark Parson None given 103 Comment Letter 
(L058) ML15282A349 

Tanya Quinones None given 104 Comment Letter 
(L069) ML15287A434 

Joey Racano None given 105 Comment Letter 
(L066) ML15287A428 

Bonnie Raitt None given 106 Comment Letter 
(L039) ML15275A214 

Ethan Ramirez None given 107 Comment Letter 
(L043) ML15282A299 

Ellie Replei None given 108 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Thomas Rippner None given 109 Comment Letter 
(L057) ML15282A337 

Sarah Risley, 
Heather Tarango, 
Shilo Terek, Meagan 
Wilson, and Kristin 
Zaitz 

U.S. Women in 
Nuclear, Diablo 
Canyon Chapter 

110 Comment Letter 
(L092) ML15292A339 

Del Ritchie PG&E 111 Comment Letter 
(L019) ML15244A379 

Charlene Rosales 
San Luis Obispo 

Chamber of 
Commerce 

112 Comment Letter 
(L017) ML15244A383 

Barbara and Robert 
Rosenthal None given 113 Comment Letter 

(L022) ML15251A199 

J.A. Savage None given 114 Comment Letter 
(L001) ML15203A552 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Klaus Schumann None given 115 

Comment Letter 
(L101) ML15310A057 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Barbara Scott None given 116 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Andrea Seastrand None given 117 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Linda Seeley None given 118 Comment Letter 
(L056) ML15282A336 

Nancy Shaw 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

119 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Sawada Showning None given 120 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Dorah Rosen Shuey None given 121 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Geoff Shuey None given 122 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Craig Shuman 
California 

Department of 
Fish and Wildlife 

123 Comment Letter 
(L029) 

ML15258A347 
ML15292A546* 

Mark Skinner None given 124 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Margaret Smith None given 125 Comment Letter 
(L097) ML15292A392 

Justin Stanley 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

126 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Antoinette Stein None given 127 Comment Letter 
(L098) ML15292A544 

John Stephens Occidental 
College 128 

Comment Letter 
(L021) ML15251A198 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Sharon Steuer None given 129 Comment Letter 
(L061) ML15282A354 

Terri Strickland None given 130 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Sherry Stuckey None given 131 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Brian Sturtevant Atascadero City 
Council; PG&E 132 Comment Letter 

(L018) ML15244A381 

Laura Sutton 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

133 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Jane Swanson 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

134 Comment Letter 
(L078) ML15289A397 

David Traub JOBS 135 Comment Letter 
(L047) ML15282A304 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Unknown Commenter None given 136 

Comment Letter 
(L030) ML15275A228 

Comment Letter 
(L045) ML15282A301 

Comment Letter 
(L046) ML15282A303 

Comment Letter 
(L052) ML15282A330 

Comment Letter 
(L076) ML15289A315 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Nikohl Vandel None given 137 Comment Letter 
(L068) ML15287A431 

Charles Varni None given 138 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Duane Waddell None given 139 
Evening 

Transcript 
(T002) 

ML15243A558 

Lynn Walter None given 140 

Comment Letter 
(L012) ML15244A390 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Harvey Wasserman None given 141 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Dr. Wesley 
Weisenberger None given 142 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 
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Commenter Affiliation 
(If Stated) 

Commenter 
ID 

Comment 
Source 

ADAMS 
Accession 

Number 

Mary White 
Environmental 
Center of San 
Luis Obispo 

144 
Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Colin Wigglesworth None given 145 Comment Letter 
(L013) ML15244A388 

Meagan Wilson None given 146 Comment Letter 
(L089) ML15292A238 

Rosemary Wilvert None given 147 

Comment Letter 
(L073) ML15287A439 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Charlene Woodcock None given 148 Comment Letter 
(L010) ML15237A262 

Jill ZamEk 
San Luis Obispo 

Mothers for 
Peace 

149 

Afternoon 
Transcript 

(T001) 
ML15243A554 

Evening 
Transcript 

(T002) 
ML15243A558 

Steve Zawalick PG&E 150 Comment Letter 
(L020) ML15244A377 

* Duplicate submissions 

Each comment provided during the 2015 scoping period was marked with a unique identifier 
consisting of the Commenter ID (specified in Table 2), an alphanumeric code corresponding to 
the source document (also specified in Table 2), and a comment number.  This unique identifier 
allows each comment to be traced back to the transcript, letter, or e-mail in which the comment 
was identified. 

The comments received during the scoping period have been grouped into the following general 
categories: 

1. air quality and meteorology; 

2. alternatives to license renewal; 

3. aquatic resources; 

4. climate change; 

5. cumulative impacts; 
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6. geology and soils; 

7. groundwater; 

8. human health; 

9. postulated accidents, including severe accident mitigation alternatives (SAMA); 

10. socioeconomics; 

11. special status species and habitats; 

12. surface water resources; 

13. terrestrial resources; 

14. waste management; 

15. support for nuclear power or the license renewal for DCPP; 

16. opposition to nuclear power or the license renewal for DCPP; 

17. license renewal and NEPA process; and 

18. other comments outside the scope of the NRC's environmental review. 

The disposition of each comment is discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. 

2.1 Scoping Comments Considered During Development of the SEIS 

2.1.1 Air Quality and Meteorology 

Comment:  The following comments are related to air quality and meteorology. 

Identifiers:  AA-2, 006-T001-26, 015-L036-3, 015-T002-21, 020-L035-2, 027-L007-2, 051-
L082-1, 052-T002-13, 058-T001-54, 134-L078-2, and 150-L020-2 

Response:  The NRC staff will describe the air quality around DCPP in Chapter 3 of the draft 
SEIS and will address the impacts to air quality and meteorology from renewing the DCPP 
license in Chapter 4.  An expanded response to these comments will be included in Appendix A 
of the draft SEIS. 

2.1.2 Alternatives to License Renewal 

Comment:  The following comments are related to alternative energy sources other than 
license renewal. 

Identifiers:  C-1, H-5, J-2, S-1, T-4, AG-4, AJ-2, AL-2, AL-4, AP-3, AS-2. AS-5, AV-2, AX-4, 
AY-4, AZ-2, BB-2, BF-3, BH-2, BL-3, BX-7, CF-8, CQ-1, CU-4, CV-5, 027-L007-1, 027-T002-58, 
028-L026-2, 053-L088-10, 077-L075-1, 085-L091-4, 102-T001-39, 106-L039-4, 115-T001-37, 
121-T001-56, 134-L078-1, 136-L030-3, and 141-T002-9 

Response:  The NRC staff will identify and evaluate reasonable alternatives to the renewal of 
the DCPP license in Chapter 2 of the draft SEIS.  This includes the option of not renewing the 
DCPP license, referred to as the “no-action alternative.”  Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS will 
compare the impacts of renewing the operating license of renewing the DCPP license to the 
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environmental impacts of alternatives.  Expanded responses to these comments will be included 
in Appendix A of the draft SEIS. 

2.1.3 Aquatic Resources 

Comment:  The following comments are related to aquatic resources. 

Identifiers:  Y-1, AG-8, AR-1, AS-6, BE-4, BX-8, CE-7, CI-3, CW-1, 006-T001-25, 015-L036-1, 
015-T001-31, 018-L037-3, 018-T001-15, 020-L035-1, 021-L099-7, 021-T001-87, 023-L086-4, 
023-L086-5, 023-T001-42, 025-L005-1, 025-T001-11, 028-L026-4, 037-T002-67, 048-L079-2, 
049-L060-1, 051-L082-2, 053-L088-3, 053-L088-8, 070-L025-5, 075-L062-7, 089-T002-63, 092-
L027-2, 100-T002-29, 105-L066-1, 108-T001-48, 123-L029-10, 123-L029-12, 123-L029-5, 123-
L029-6, 123-L029-7, 128-L021-1, 128-T001-19, 134-L078-9, 136-L030-9, and 144-T001-20 

Response:  The NRC staff will describe the aquatic environment around DCPP in Chapter 3 of 
the draft SEIS and will address the impacts to aquatic resources from renewing the DCPP 
license in Chapter 4.  Expanded responses to these comments will be included in Appendix A of 
the draft SEIS. 

2.1.4 Climate Change 

Comment:  The following comments are related to climate change. 

Identifiers:  AP-2, CV-2, 021-T002-55, 045-T002-27, 052-T002-12, 072-L090-1, 072-L090-2, 
079-T002-48, 079-T002-50, 084-L028-4, 097-L070-1, 097-L074-1, 113-L022-5, and 123-L029-
11 

Response:  The NRC staff will describe the environment around DCPP in Chapter 3 of the draft 
SEIS and will address the impacts from climate change on the environment and impacts to 
climate change from renewing the DCPP license in Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS.  Expanded 
responses to these comments will be included in Appendix A of the draft SEIS. 

2.1.5 Cumulative Impacts 

Comment:  The following comments are related to cumulative impacts from license renewal. 

Identifiers:  048-L084-1, 097-L080-1, and 097-L081-1 

Response:  The NRC staff will address the cumulative impacts that result from renewing the 
DCPP license when considered with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions in 
Chapter 4.  Expanded responses to these comments will be included in Appendix A of the draft 
SEIS. 

2.1.6 Geology and Soils 

Comment:  The following comments are related to geology and soils. 

Identifiers:  084-L028-2 and 141-T001-3 

Response:  The NRC staff will describe the geologic environment in the vicinity of DCPP in 
Chapter 3 of the draft SEIS and will address the impacts to geology and soils from renewing the 
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DCPP license in Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS.  Expanded responses to these comments will be 
included in Appendix A of the draft SEIS. 

2.1.7 Groundwater 

Comment:  The following comment is related to groundwater. 

Identifier:  BN-1 

Response:  The NRC staff will describe the groundwater around DCPP in Chapter 3 of the draft 
SEIS and will address the impacts to groundwater from renewing the DCPP license in Chapter 
4.  An expanded response to this comment will be included in Appendix A of the draft SEIS. 

2.1.8 Human Health 

Comment:  The following comments are related to human health. 

Identifiers:  G-1, V-2, AD-4, AX-1, AX-3, BG-2, CM-1, 011-L096-4, 017-L083-5, 021-L099-12, 
021-T001-89, 030-T002-72, 037-T002-66, 051-L082-4, 058-T001-52, 070-L025-6, 089-T002-61, 
092-L027-3, 113-L022-3, 127-L098-2, 127-L098-4, and 141-T002-6 

Response:  The NRC staff will describe the human health risks from DCPP in Chapter 3 of the 
draft SEIS and will address the impacts to human health from renewing the DCPP license in 
Chapter 4.  Expanded responses to these comments will be included in Appendix A of the draft 
SEIS. 

2.1.9 Postulated Accidents, including SAMA 

Comment:  The following comments express concerns relating to postulated accidents and 
SAMA. 

Identifiers:  CE-5, 059-T002-23, 061-L054-1, 076-T001-28, 085-L091-1, 112-L017-3, and 134-
L078-7 

Response:  The NRC staff will address postulated accidents—including those initiated by 
terrorist events—and SAMAs in Chapter 4 and Appendix F of the draft SEIS.  Expanded 
responses to these comments will be included in Appendix A of the draft SEIS. 

2.1.10 Socioeconomics 

Comment:  The following comments are related to socioeconomics. 

Identifiers:  H-3, L-1, AG-2, AP-1, CU-2, 019-T001-79, 038-T002-56, 069-T002-42, 072-L090-
3, 112-L017-2, and 132-L018-1 

Response:  The NRC staff will discuss the socioeconomic factors that have the potential to be 
directly or indirectly affected by changes in operations at DCPP in Chapter 3 of the draft SEIS.  
The NRC staff will address the socioeconomic impacts from renewing the DCPP license in 
Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS.  Expanded responses to these comments will be included in 
Appendix A of the draft SEIS. 
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2.1.11 Special Status Species and Habitat 

Comment:  The following comments are related to special status species and habitats. 

Identifiers:  AE-1, CR-1, 123-L029-8 and 123-L029-9 

Response:  The NRC staff will discuss the species and habitats that are Federally protected 
under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 and the Magnuson–Stevens Fishery Conservation 
and Management Reauthorization Act, referred to as special status species and habitats, in 
Chapter 3 of the draft SEIS.  The NRC staff will address the impacts to special status species 
and habitats from renewing the DCPP license in Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS.  Expanded 
responses to these comments will be included in Appendix A of the draft SEIS. 

2.1.12 Surface Water Resources 

Comment:  The following comments are related to surface water resources. 

Identifiers:  021-L099-5, 021-T001-86, 084-L028-1, 123-L029-3, and 123-L029-4 

Response:  The NRC staff will describe the surface water resources around DCPP in Chapter 3 
of the draft SEIS and will address the impacts to surface water resources from renewing the 
DCPP license in Chapter 4.  Expanded responses to these comments will be included in 
Appendix A of the draft SEIS. 

2.1.13 Terrestrial Resources 

Comment:  The following comments are related to terrestrial resources. 

Identifiers:  B-12, BH-3, 072-L090-6, 123-L029-1, and 123-L029-2 

Response:  The NRC staff will describe the terrestrial environment around DCPP in Chapter 3 
of the draft SEIS and will address the impacts to terrestrial resources from renewing the DCPP 
license in Chapter 4.  Expanded responses to these comments will be included in Appendix A of 
the draft SEIS. 

2.1.14 Waste Management 

Comment:  The following comments are related to waste management. 

Identifiers:  001-L011-1, 021-L099-10, 021-L099-11, 021-T001-88, 025-L005-2, 025-T001-13, 
053-L088-9, 070-L025-2, 075-L062-5, 075-L062-6, 084-L028-3, 089-T002-62, 092-L027-6, 092-
L027-9, 115-L101-4, 118-L056-1, 134-L078-12, 136-L030-6, 136-L030-8, 141-T002-4, and 147-
T001-72 

Response:  The NRC staff will describe the management of radioactive waste in Chapter 3 of 
the draft SEIS and will address the impacts to radioactive waste from renewing the DCPP 
license in Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS.  Expanded responses to these comments will be included 
in Appendix A of the draft SEIS. 

2.2 Scoping Comments That Will Not Be Further Considered 
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The comments listed in the following sections are either outside of the scope of the 
environmental review for the DCPP license renewal or provided no new environmental 
information and will not be considered further in the development of the SEIS. 

2.2.1 Support for Nuclear Power or the License Renewal for DCPP 

Comment:  The following comments express support for nuclear power, PG&E, or the DCPP 
license renewal.  The commenters cite the socioeconomic benefits from DCPP; the negative 
impacts of failing to renew the DCPP licenses—including the negative socioeconomic impacts 
and decreased air quality; that spent fuel is being safely stored; the reliability of the electrical 
power generated by DCPP; the unreliability of alternative energy sources; carbon-free 
generation and clean air benefits; the need for DCPP, specifically, and nuclear power, in 
general, to be part of the power generation mix to address climate change; PG&E’s 
environmental stewardship; the emergency services and coordination provided by PG&E; 
PG&E’s agreement to provide excess desalination plant capacity to San Luis Obispo County; 
and the ability of nuclear power to provide energy for desalination in the State of California, as 
reasons for their support. 

Identifiers:  C-2, I-1, I-2, J-1, J-4, K-1, K-3, L-2, M-1, P-1, R-1, U-1, X-3, X-4, X-5, AA-1, AA-3, 
AB-1, AC-1, AF-1, AF-2, AH-1, AI-1, AK-1, AQ-1, AT-1, AU-1, AV-1, AZ-3, AZ-4, BC-1, BD-2, 
BF-1, BF-2, BF-4, BL-1, BL-2, BM-1, BM-2, BM-5, BO-1, BP-1, BP-2, BQ-1, BQ-2, BR-1, BS-1, 
BT-1, BU-1, BU-2, BV-1, BW-1, BY-1, BZ-1, BZ-3, CA-1, CA-2, CB-1, CC-1, CC-2, CD-1, CH-1, 
CJ-1, CL-1, CX-1, CY-1, CZ-1, 003-T001-68, 004-L085-1, 004-T001-47, 005-L023-1, 014-L004-
1, 019-T001-78, 019-T001-80, 023-L031-1, 023-L086-1, 023-T001-43, 031-T001-1, 032-T001-
77, 048-L079-1, 048-L079-3, 048-L084-2, 048-T001-41, 053-L088-1, 053-L088-11, 053-L088-
12, 053-L088-2, 053-L088-4, 053-T001-35, 056-T001-66, 063-L032-1, 063-L095-1, 063-T001-
64, 064-L038-1, 069-T002-41, 071-T001-92, 072-L090-5, 074-L016-1, 079-T001-62, 079-T002-
47, 079-T002-49, 080-L003-1, 081-L009-1, 081-T001-82, 087-L008-1, 093-T001-60, 094-T001-
61, 097-L063-1, 097-L064-1, 097-L072-1, 097-T001-18, 097-T002-10, 098-L033-1, 102-T001-
40, 110-L092-1, 111-L019-1, 117-T001-84, 130-T001-70, 136-T002-71, 140-L012-1, 140-T001-
51, 142-T001-49, 145-L013-1, 146-L089-1, and 150-L020-1 

Response:  These comments are general in nature and provide no new and significant 
information.  As such, these comments will not be evaluated further in the development of the 
SEIS.  However, to the extent that these comments refer generally to the socioeconomic 
impacts from license renewal, the alternatives to license renewal—including the impacts of not 
renewing the DCPP licenses, the impacts to greenhouse gases, spent fuel storage at DCPP, 
and programs in place at DCPP to protect aquatic and terrestrial resources as reasons for 
support, the NRC staff will describe the environment around DCPP as it pertains to these issues 
in Chapter 3 of the draft SEIS.  The NRC staff will address the impacts from renewing the DCPP 
licenses and alternatives to renewal as they pertain to these issues in Chapter 4 of the draft 
SEIS.  PG&E’s plan to share its excess desalination plant capacity with San Luis Obispo 
County, although not directly related to the DCPP license renewal, will be considered as part of 
the cumulative impacts from license renewal, which will be addressed in Chapter 4 of the draft 
SEIS. 

To the extent that comments cite the need for the power generated by DCPP, the need for 
power is considered to be outside the scope of license renewal, and the SEIS need not address 
it (10 CFR 51.95 (c)(2)).  The purpose and need for the proposed action (issuance of a renewed 
license) is to provide an option that allows for power generation capability beyond the term of a 
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current nuclear power plant operating license to meet future system generating needs, as such 
needs may be determined by other energy-planning decisionmakers.  This definition of purpose 
and need reflects the NRC’s recognition that, unless there are findings in the safety review 
required by the Atomic Energy Act or findings in the NEPA environmental analysis that would 
lead the NRC to reject a license renewal application, the NRC does not have a role in the 
energy-planning decisions of state regulators and utility officials as to whether a particular 
nuclear power plant should continue to operate. 

The decision to build additional desalination plants in California, or elsewhere, is outside the 
scope of this environmental review. 

2.2.2 Opposition to Nuclear Power or the License Renewal for DCPP 

Comment:  The following comments generally express opposition to nuclear power, PG&E, or 
the DCPP license renewal.  Many commenters cite the potential for accidents—including those 
initiated by terrorist events—likening the impact to those at Fukushima; various seismic design 
issues; the safety of spent fuel; the lack of a plan for the final disposition of spent fuel; the 
effects on human health from radioactive releases; the cost-effectiveness and financial viability 
of nuclear power; decommissioning costs; the lack of need for the power generated by DCPP, 
specifically, or nuclear power, more generally; the need for subsidies—including the coverage 
provided by the Price-Anderson Act; the attractiveness and viability of alternatives; and the 
impacts to aquatic biota from the operation of the DCPP once-through cooling system.  Several 
commenters stated the belief that that license renewal should be denied because PG&E could 
not be trusted to operate DCPP safely or that the NRC does not enforce its regulations 
effectively.  Several comments stated that license renewal should be denied because of their 
belief that emergency preparedness plans were inadequate, or ineffective.  One commenter 
stated the opinion that license renewal should be denied, but that the plant employees should 
be kept at the plant through the decommissioning process.  One comment expressed concerns 
about long term deterioration of DCPP. 

Identifiers:  A-3, B-3, B-5, B-6, B-7, B-10, D-2, N-2, N-4, N-6, Q-2, T-1, T-2, T-3, T-5, V-3, AD-
1, AD-2, AD-3, AD-5, AE-2, AL-5, AX-2, AY-1, AY-3, AY-5, AY-6, AY-7, AY-8, BA-2, BA-4, BB-
1, BB-3, BB-5, BG-1, BG-3, BK-3, BK-4, BK-5, BK-7, BN-2, BN-5, BN-6, CM-2, CM-3, CP-9, 
CR-3, CV-3, CV-6, 001-L011-2, 002-T002-34, 006-T001-27, 007-T002-40, 009-T002-35, 011-
L096-1, 011-L096-2, 011-L096-6, 012-L014-1, 013-L100-1, 015-L036-2, 015-L036-4, 015-T001-
32, 015-T002-20, 017-L083-1, 018-L037-4, 018-T001-16, 020-L035-3, 021-L099-3, 021-L099-6, 
022-T001-17, 024-T002-70, 026-L040-1, 029-L093-1, 033-T001-9, 034-T001-67, 036-L002-1, 
037-T002-65, 037-T002-68, 040-L050-1, 041-T002-22, 042-L055-1, 043-L015-1, 045-L094-1, 
045-T002-28, 046-L024-1, 047-T001-34, 050-L065-1, 052-T002-11, 057-L042-1, 057-L042-2, 
058-T001-53, 058-T001-55, 059-T001-90, 059-T002-25, 060-T001-91, 060-T002-26, 062-L067-
1, 065-L048-1, 066-L049-1, 068-L051-1, 070-L025-7, 073-T001-21, 073-T001-24, 075-L062-1, 
076-T001-29, 077-L075-3, 078-T002-32, 082-T001-65, 082-T002-19, 083-L006-1, 085-L091-2, 
085-L091-5, 086-T001-75, 089-T002-64, 091-L041-1, 092-L027-13, 092-L027-14, 092-L027-5, 
092-L027-7, 092-L059-1, 092-T002-43, 095-L044-1, 096-L034-1, 101-T002-59, 103-L058-1, 
105-L066-2, 106-L039-1, 106-L039-9, 107-L043-1, 109-L057-1, 113-L022-1, 113-L022-4, 114-
L001-1, 116-T001-71, 119-T002-44, 120-T002-14, 121-T001-58, 122-T001-59, 124-T002-52, 
125-L097-1, 126-T002-46, 127-L098-1, 127-L098-5, 129-L061-1, 131-T002-1, 133-T002-45, 
134-L078-6, 135-L047-1, 136-L030-1, 136-L045-1, 136-L046-1, 136-L052-1, 136-L076-1, 137-
L068-1, 138-T002-39, 139-T002-33, 141-T001-2, 141-T001-7, 147-L073-1, 147-T001-74, 148-
L010-1, 149-T001-76, 149-T002-16, and 149-T002-17 
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Response:  These comments are general in nature and provide no new and significant 
information.  As such, these comments will not be evaluated further in the development of the 
SEIS.  However, to the extent that these comments refer generally to the alternatives to license 
renewal—including the no-action alternative; the potential for, and consequences of an accident 
at DCPP; the safety of spent fuel; the effects of radioactive releases; and the impacts to aquatic 
biota from the operation of the once-through cooling system, the NRC staff will describe the 
environment around DCPP as it pertains to these issues in Chapter 3 of the draft SEIS.  The 
NRC staff will address the impacts from renewing the DCPP licenses as they pertain to these 
issues in Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS. 

Relative to seismic issues at DCPP, the NRC’s license renewal review takes into consideration 
seismic information in two limited ways.  First, for the environmental review, the risk from 
external hazards, such as earthquakes, are considered as part of the NRC staff’s review of 
PG&E’s SAMA analysis.  SAMAs are potential ways to reduce the risk or potential impacts of 
uncommon, but potentially severe accidents.  SAMAs may include changes to plant 
components, systems, procedures, and training.  The NRC’s evaluation of PG&E’s SAMA 
analysis will be documented in Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS.  Second, the seismic licensing basis 
for the plant helps to inform the scope of the license renewal safety review.  Structures, 
systems, and components (SSCs) that are relied upon to remain functional during and after 
design basis events, such as seismic events, are within the scope of license renewal.  As such, 
the NRC staff review considers whether an applicant will adequately manage the effects of 
aging on these SSCs.  The results of the NRC staff’s safety review is documented in the safety 
evaluation report for license renewal.  However, to the extent that these comments express the 
opinion that the NRC staff should reevaluate the DCPP seismic licensing basis as part of 
license renewal, or imply some other deficiency with respect to the licensing basis, these 
comments are considered outside the scope of the environmental review.  As explained further 
below, the adequacy of the DCPP seismic basis is addressed as part of the NRC’s ongoing 
regulatory oversight function. 

Regarding the potential for long-term degradation at DCPP, the primary purpose of the license 
renewal safety review is to determine if PG&E has adequately demonstrated that the effects of 
aging will not adversely affect any systems, structures, or components, as identified in 10 CFR 
54.4.  When the plant was designed, certain assumptions were made about the length of time 
the plant would be operated.  PG&E must demonstrate that the effects of aging will be managed 
in such a way that the intended functions of “passive” or “long-lived” structures and components 
(such as the reactor vessel, reactor coolant system, piping, steam generators, pressurizer, 
pump casings, and valves) will be maintained during extended operation.  For active 
components (such as motors, diesel generators, cooling fans, batteries, relays, and switches) 
surveillance and maintenance programs will continue throughout the period of extended 
operation.  

To the extent these comments make reference to the need for power from DCPP, the financial 
viability of DCPP, or the need for subsidies, these issues are considered to be outside the 
scope of license renewal, and the SEIS need not address it (10 CFR 51.95 (c)(2)).  The purpose 
and need for the proposed action (issuance of a renewed license) is to provide an option that 
allows for power generation capability beyond the term of a current nuclear power plant 
operating license to meet future system generating needs, as such needs may be determined 
by other energy-planning decisionmakers.  Similarly, the decision whether or not to pursue 
nuclear power as a power generation source is a decision that is made by other energy-
planning decisionmakers and is outside the scope of this review.  With regard to the Price-
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Anderson Act, this Act is a Federal law that governs liability-related issues for all nonmilitary 
nuclear facilities constructed in the United States before 2026.  The main purpose of the Act is 
to provide prompt and orderly compensation to the public who may incur damages from a 
nuclear incident, no matter who might be liable.  The Act provides “omnibus” coverage—the 
same protection available for a covered licensee or contractor indemnifies any persons who 
may be legally liable, regardless of their identity or relationship to the licensed activity. Because 
the Act channels the obligation to pay compensation for damages to the licensee, any party with 
a claim only needs to bring its claim to the licensee or contractor. 

On the topic of decommissioning costs, NRC regulations at 10 CFR 50.33(k) and 50.75 require 
each power reactor licensee to provide reasonable assurance that funds will be available for 
decommissioning and prescribes acceptable methods for providing financial assurance and the 
minimum dollar amounts, adjusted annually, to demonstrate such reasonable assurance.  A 
licensee’s ability to demonstrate financial assurance for decommissioning costs is reviewed by 
the NRC through its ongoing regulatory oversight function.  As such, this issue is outside the 
scope of a license renewal review, which is focused on assessing an applicant’s capability to 
adequately manage the effects of aging during the period of extended operation. 

With regard to the trustworthiness of PG&E to operate DCPP safely, or of the NRC’s ability to 
enforce its regulations effectively, these issues are outside the scope of the NRC’s license 
renewal environmental review.  The NRC provides continuous oversight of nuclear power plants 
through its ongoing reactor oversight process to verify that they are being operated and 
maintained in accordance with NRC regulations.  This oversight includes having full-time NRC 
inspectors located at the plant and periodic safety inspections conducted by NRC inspectors 
based in an NRC Regional Office.  The inspections look at a licensee’s compliance with NRC’s 
regulations, which include the following: plant safety (routine and accident scenarios), radiation 
protection of plant workers and members of the public, radioactive effluent releases, radiological 
environmental monitoring, emergency preparedness, radioactive waste storage and 
transportation, quality assurance, and training.  Should the NRC discover an unsafe condition, 
or that a licensee not complying with its licensing basis, the NRC has full authority to take 
whatever action is necessary to protect public health and safety.  Additional information related 
to the NRC’s assessment of current performance at DCPP can be found at 
http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/ASSESS/DIAB1/diab1_chart.html (Unit 1) and 
http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/ASSESS/DIAB2/diab2_chart.html (Unit 2). 

On the topic of the final disposition of spent fuel, as described in NUREG-2157, “Generic 
Environmental Impact Statement for Continued Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel,” the national 
policy for the ultimate disposition of spent fuel remains disposal at a repository.  This was 
affirmed by the Department of Energy in 2013, who stated its intent to have a repository sited 
and licensed by 2048 (DOE 2013).  As discussed above, Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS will 
evaluate the environmental impacts of the storage of spent fuel during the license renewal term.  
The NRC generically evaluated the environmental impacts of continuing to store spent fuel 
beyond the license term in NUREG-2157.  This evaluation included an evaluation of impacts in 
the unlikely situation that a repository is not built.  In accordance with 10 CFR 51.23, the impact 
determinations in NUREG-2157 regarding continued storage are deemed incorporated into the 
SEIS for DCPP license renewal. 

Regarding the effectiveness of emergency planning, the requirements related to emergency 
planning are in the NRC’s regulations at 10 CFR Part 50.47 and Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50.  
These requirements, which include the performance of a full-scale exercise at least once every 

http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/ASSESS/DIAB1/diab1_chart.html
http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/ASSESS/DIAB2/diab2_chart.html
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two years in order to maintain the skills of the emergency responders and to identify and correct 
weaknesses, apply to all operating licenses and will continue to apply to facilities with renewed 
licenses.  As such, the NRC, in 10 CFR Part 50.47, has determined that there is no need for a 
special review of emergency preparedness issues in the environmental review for license 
renewal. 

2.2.3 Comments Related to the NRC’s License Renewal and NEPA Process 

Comment:  The following comments express disagreement with the timing of the license 
renewal process.  Two comments express the opinion that the NRC should not be continuing its 
review of PG&E’s application with so many unresolved issues, with comments specifically 
mentioning uncertainty surrounding PG&E’s commitment to pursue State of California 
processes for issues related to Coastal Zone Management Act certification, alternatives to the 
DCPP once-through cooling system, and the permanent disposition of radioactive waste.  Two 
comments state the opinion that PG&E should not be able to submit a license renewal 
application so far in advance of the expiration dates of its current licenses. 

Identifiers:  CF-3, 010-T001-10, 021-L099-2, 021-T002-54, and 055-T001-83 

Response:  Section 54.17(c) of 10 CFR Part 54 allows licensees to submit license renewal 
applications up to 20 years before the expiration of the current license.  The Commission 
established the earliest date for submission of license renewal applications after soliciting and 
considering comments (56 FR 64943).  In the 1991 statements of consideration for section 
54.17(c), the Commission rejected the suggestion that 20 years of operational and regulatory 
experience with a particular plant was an insufficient period in which to accumulate information 
on plant performance.  Further, the Commission also rejected suggestions that a 5-year or even 
a 15-year time limit for filing renewal applications would be adequate.  The Commission stated 
that, in establishing the earliest date for license renewal applications, it considered the time 
necessary for utilities to plan for replacement of retired nuclear plants.  The Commission found 
that the lead time for building new electric generation facilities is 10-14 years depending on the 
technology.  When the license renewal rule was revised in 1995, the Commission again solicited 
comments on the earliest date for filing license renewal applications.  After considering the 
comments, the Commission concluded that there was no new information warranting a change 
in the earliest date for license renewal applications, either to make it earlier or later (60 FR 
22461). 

Relative to the outstanding issues raised in comments, only Coastal Zone Management Act 
certification needs to be resolved prior to the NRC reaching its decision on PG&E’s application 
(NRC 2015a).  However, neither that issue, nor any of the other issues identified preclude the 
NRC staff from completing and documenting its review of the DCPP license renewal application. 

On the topic of the final disposition of spent fuel, as described in NUREG-2157, “Generic 
Environmental Impact Statement for Continued Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel,” the national 
policy for the ultimate disposition of spent fuel remains disposal at a repository.  This was 
affirmed by the Department of Energy in 2013, who stated its intent to have a repository sited 
and licensed by 2048 (DOE 2013).  As discussed above, Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS will 
evaluate the environmental impacts of the storage of spent fuel during the license renewal term.  
The NRC generically evaluated the environmental impacts of continuing to store spent fuel 
beyond the license term in NUREG-2157.  This evaluation included an evaluation of impacts in 
the unlikely situation that a repository is not built.  In accordance with 10 CFR 51.23, the impact 
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determinations in NUREG-2157 regarding continued storage are deemed incorporated into the 
SEIS for DCPP license renewal. 

As for alternatives to the DCPP once-through cooling system, the NRC is not directly involved in 
this process, nor does this issue need to be resolved as a component of the NRC staff’s review 
of the license renewal application.  In order to continue operating, PG&E will need to seek and 
be granted all necessary permits to operate, one of which is the State-issued National Pollution 
Discharge Elimination system permit.  Any potential modifications to the DCPP once-through 
cooling system will be determined by PG&E and the State of California as a part of that process 
and in accordance with the State’s Once-Through Cooling Policy.  The compliance date for this 
policy is December 2024. 

Comment:  The following comments were submitted during the 2010 scoping period and relate 
to the timing of license renewal application with respect to the completion of seismic studies 
required by California Assembly Bill (AB) 1632.  Several of the comments expressed the opinion 
that the license renewal review should proceed concurrently with the completion of those 
seismic studies.  Several of the other comments stated that opinion that the license renewal 
review should be delayed pending the completion of those studies.  Many of those comments 
also stated that the NRC should consider the information gathered from the studies as part of its 
review of the license renewal application.  Some of the comments stated that the NRC should 
form a joint panel consisting of representatives of the NRC, United States Geological Survey, 
and the State of California to review the seismic study results.  One comment stated that the 
NRC should also consider possible changes to the DCPP once-through cooling system resulting 
from the State’s Once-Through Cooling Policy and the plant’s emergency preparedness 
programs. 

Identifiers:  C-3, E-1, J-3, L-3, P-2, U-2, X-2, AB-2, AC-2, AF-3, AN-1, AO-2, AR-2, AS-1, AS-4, 
AS-8, AW-1, BA-1, BE-1, BF-5, BJ-1, BJ-8, BL-4, BM-3, CF-1, CF-2, CF-4, CF-6, CF-9, CF-12, 
CO-1, CP-1, CU-7, and CW-2 

Response:  AB 1632 directed the California Energy Commission to assess the vulnerability of 
the state's operating nuclear power plants to a major disruption due to a major seismic event or 
plant aging, the potential impacts of such a disruption, potential impacts from the accumulation 
of nuclear waste at the state's existing nuclear plants, and other key policy and planning issues 
regarding the future role of California's existing nuclear plants (CEC Undated).  Following that 
assessment, the California Energy Commission recommended that PG&E perform additional 
seismic surveys to more fully assess the seismic setting around DCPP, which PG&E agreed to 
perform.  On April 10, 2011, PG&E requested the NRC to delay the final processing of the 
license renewal application pending completion of the seismic studies (PG&E 2011).  On May 
31, 2011, the NRC delayed all remaining milestones associated with the NRC staff’s review of 
the license renewal application (NRC 2011b).  Upon completion of those studies and PG&E’s 
submission of additional information related the NRC staff’s review of the license renewal 
application, the NRC staff issued a schedule for the remainder of its review (NRC 2015a). 

Regarding the consideration as part of the license renewal review of the information gathered 
from the studies, the NRC staff’s review of the license renewal application takes into 
consideration external hazards, such as earthquakes, in two limited ways.  First, for the 
environmental review, the risk from external hazards are considered as part of the NRC staff’s 
review of PG&E’s SAMA analysis.  PG&E (2015) addressed the results of the seismic surveys 
as part of its updated SAMA analysis.  The NRC’s evaluation of PG&E’s SAMA analysis will be 
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documented in Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS.  Second, the external hazard licensing basis for the 
plant helps to inform the scope of the license renewal safety review.  SSCs that are relied upon 
to remain functional during and after design basis events are within the scope of license 
renewal.  As such, the NRC staff review considers whether an applicant will adequately manage 
the effects of aging on these SSCs.  The results of the NRC staff’s safety review is documented 
in the safety evaluation report for license renewal (NRC 2011c). 

To the extent that comments suggest that the NRC should review the DCPP seismic licensing in 
light of the seismic survey results, the adequacy of the DCPP seismic licensing basis is 
addressed as part of the NRC’s ongoing regulatory oversight function.  As such, this issue is 
outside the scope of the NRC’s license renewal review, which is focused on managing the 
effects of aging during the period of extended operation.  As part of the Japan lessons-learned 
activities resulting from the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami, the NRC has used its 
regulatory authority under 10 CFR 50.54 to request licensees of operating nuclear power plants 
to reevaluate the existing seismic hazard that could affect their sites using present-day 
information.  This newly reevaluated hazard, if worse than what the plant had originally 
calculated upon initial licensing, will be analyzed to determine whether SSCs need to be 
updated to protect against the new hazards.  However, this process is being done as part of 
DCPP’s current licensing basis, rather than as part of the NRC’s review of the DCPP license 
renewal application, which is focused on managing the effects of aging during the period of 
extended operation.  For current information about this effort as it pertains to DCPP, please see 
the following websites:  http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-
experience/japan/plants/diab1.html (Unit 1) and http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-
experience/japan/plants/diab2.html (Unit 2). 

Regarding reevaluating emergency preparedness programs, emergency preparedness 
programs are required at all nuclear power plants which require specified levels of protection 
from each licensee regardless of plant design, construction, or license date.  Requirements 
related to emergency planning are in the regulations at 10 CFR 50.47 and Appendix E to 10 
CFR Part 50.  Emergency preparedness and planning are part of the current operating license 
and are outside the scope of the environmental analysis for license renewal. 

As for alternatives to the DCPP once-through cooling system, the NRC is not directly involved in 
this process, nor does this issue need to be resolved as a component of the NRC staff’s review 
of the license renewal application.  In order to continue operating, PG&E will need to seek and 
be granted all necessary permits to operate, one of which is the State-issued National Pollution 
Discharge Elimination system permit.  Any potential modifications to the DCPP once-through 
cooling system will be determined by PG&E and the State of California as a part of that process 
and in accordance with the State’s Once-Through Cooling Policy.  The compliance date for this 
policy is December 2024. 

Comment:  The following comments express concern about aging components at DCPP or the 
ability to effectively manage aging during the period of extended operation.  Many comments 
specifically cite reactor pressure vessel embrittlement and two comments mention cracked or 
corroded piping.  One comment requests the NRC staff to describe the aging management 
programs for DCPP in the draft SEIS. 

Identifiers:  AL-3, BX-4, CF-7, CP-7021-L099-9, 067-T001-8, 134-L078-5, 136-L030-10, and 
141-T001-5 

http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan/plants/diab1.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan/plants/diab1.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan/plants/diab2.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan/plants/diab2.html
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Response:  These comments raise issues related to the aging management of structures, 
systems, and components.  In order to be granted renewed licenses, PG&E must demonstrate 
that aging effects will be adequately managed such that the intended functions of the systems, 
structures, and components within the scope of license renewal will be maintained consistent 
with the current licensing basis for the period of extended operation.  The NRC staff is 
evaluating PG&E’s aging management programs as part of that safety of the license renewal 
application, which is separate from the environmental review.  The results of the NRC staff’s 
safety review is documented in the safety evaluation report for license renewal, which was 
issued in June 2011 (NRC 2011c).  The NRC staff intends to issue a supplement to the safety 
evaluation report to address information identified subsequent to 2011. 

Comment:  The following comments generally relate to scope of issues considered in the 
NRC’s environmental review.  One comment, citing NUREG-1850, “Frequently Asked Questions 
on License Renewal of Nuclear Power Reactors,” lists topics considered outside the scope of 
the NRC’s environmental review, specifically naming safety; security and safeguards issues; 
emergency preparedness; and spent fuel disposal and storage.  Two comments state that the 
NRC should consider all issues related to DCPP.  One comment states that the NRC should 
conduct an analysis of impacts and mitigation measures to ensure that the surrounding natural 
and marine environment is protected.  One comment states that the NRC should revise its 
license renewal process to include the consideration of all site-specific issues. 

Identifiers:  N-7, BK-8, BX-9, CK-1, and 015-T001-30 

Response:  The GEIS contains the results of a systematic evaluation of the environmental 
consequences of renewing an operating license and operating a nuclear power facility for an 
additional 20 years.  Those environmental issues that could be resolved generically were 
analyzed in detail and were resolved in the GEIS.  Those issues that were unique because of a 
site-specific attribute, a particular site setting or unique facility interface with the environment, or 
variability from site to site, were deferred and would be resolved at the time that an applicant 
sought license renewal.  In the license renewal process, these issues are addressed by a site-
specific SEIS.  The GEIS is used to avoid duplication and allow the staff to focus specifically on 
those issues that are important for a particular plant (i.e., issues that are not generic).  This is an 
appropriate and effective use of the concept of tiering that was promulgated by the President’s 
Council on Environmental Quality in its 1978 regulations that implemented the requirements of 
NEPA.  As explained in NUREG-1850, the issues of safety, which in this context refers to the 
safety review of a license renewal application; security and safeguards issues; emergency 
preparedness, and other issues related to the current licensing basis of a plant are addressed 
through separate processes and are, therefore outside the scope of the NRC’s license renewal 
environmental review.  Relative to spent fuel disposal and storage, Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS 
will evaluate the environmental impacts of the storage of spent fuel during the license renewal 
term.  The NRC generically evaluated the environmental impacts of continuing to store spent 
fuel beyond the license term in NUREG-2157.  This evaluation included an evaluation of 
impacts in the unlikely situation that a repository is not built.  In accordance with 10 CFR 51.23, 
the impact determinations in NUREG-2157 regarding continued storage are deemed 
incorporated into the SEIS for DCPP license renewal. 

Comment:  The following comment requests the NRC to put special emphasis on the no-action 
and environmentally superior alternatives. 

Identifier:  115-L101-2 
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Response:  The NRC staff will identify and evaluate reasonable alternatives to the renewal of 
the DCPP license in Chapter 2 of the draft SEIS.  This includes the option of not renewing the 
DCPP license, referred to as the “no-action alternative.”  Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS will 
compare the impacts of renewing the operating license of renewing the DCPP license to the 
environmental impacts of alternatives, including identifying the environmentally preferred 
alternative. 

Comment:  The following comment states that the NRC staff should an integrated review of the 
DCPP license renewal application rather than separate safety and environmental reviews. 

Identifier:  028-L026-1 

Response:  The NRC’s process for evaluating the environmental impacts of license renewal is 
consistent with the requirements of NEPA.  NEPA focuses on the environmental impacts of a 
major Federal action rather than on issues related to the safety of an operation.  Safety issues 
become important to the environmental review when they could result in environmental impacts, 
which is why the environmental effects of postulated accidents were considered in the GEIS.  
The Council on Environmental Quality regulations for implementing NEPA’s procedural 
requirements do not include a safety review.  Similarly, the NRC has codified its NEPA-
implementing regulations separate from the regulations governing the safety review of a license 
renewal application.  The regulations governing the environmental review are contained in 10 
CFR Part 51, and the regulations covering the safety review are contained in 10 CFR Part 54.  
For this reason, the license renewal review process includes an environmental review that is 
distinct and separate from the safety review.  Ultimately, the NRC considers the results of both 
the safety and environmental reviews prior to issuing any renewed licenses. 

Comment:  The following comments express support for evaluating the environmental impacts 
related to DCPP. 

Identifier:  F-1 and 112-L017-1 

Response:  The NRC staff’s evaluation of the environmental impacts from license renewal and 
alternatives to license renewal will be documented in Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS. 

Comment:  The following comment expresses disagreement with the NRC’s practice of 
resolving some environmental issues generically via the GEIS.  The comment further states that 
the SEIS should contain a DCPP-specific information on several issues, including seismic 
setting, “embrittled and vulnerable” equipment, and radioactive waste storage. 

Identifier:  021-L099-4 

Response:  The GEIS was developed to establish an effective licensing process.  It contains 
the results of a systematic evaluation of the environmental consequences of renewing an 
operating license and operating a nuclear power facility for an additional 20 years.  Those 
environmental issues that could be resolved generically were analyzed in detail and were 
resolved in the GEIS.  Those issues that were unique because of a site-specific attribute, a 
particular site setting or unique facility interface with the environment, or variability from site to 
site, were deferred and would be resolved at the time that an applicant sought license renewal. 
In the license renewal process, these issues are addressed by a site-specific SEIS, such as the 
one being prepared for DCPP.  The GEIS is used to avoid duplication and allow the staff to 
focus specifically on those issues that are important for a particular plant (i.e., issues that are 
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not generic).  This is an appropriate and effective use of the concept of tiering that was 
promulgated by the President’s Council on Environmental Quality in its 1978 regulations that 
implemented the requirements of NEPA. 

The DCPP SEIS will contain a detailed description of the relevant environment around the site, 
including a description of the geologic environment and information relevant to radioactive 
waste storage, in Chapter 3 of the draft SEIS.  Chapter 4 will contain the NRC staff’s evaluation 
of site-specific environmental issues relevant to DCPP, as well as an evaluation of any 
potentially new and significant information that may call into question the generic conclusions in 
the GEIS.  However, issues related to aging management (e.g., embrittlement) are evaluated as 
part of the NRC staff’s safety review under 10 CFR Part 54 and are outside the scope of the 
environmental review. 

Comment:  The following comment expresses disbelief that none of the references in the 
license renewal application were published after 2011. 

Identifier:  085-L091-3 

Response:  PG&E submitted Amendments 1 and 2 to the DCPP environmental report in 
December 2014 and February 2015, respectively.  Both of those amendments contained 
multiple references that were published after 2011.  In addition, should relevant information 
become available over the course of the review, the NRC staff will consider it, as appropriate. 

Comment:  The following comment questions what the NRC staff meant when stating that it 
would not approve a license renewal until it was “happy” with all utility responses. 

Identifier:  CF-11 

Response:  The NRC will not approve a license renewal application until an applicant has 
provided sufficient information to allow the NRC staff to make the findings required by the 
regulations in 10 CFR Parts 54 and 51. 

Comment:  The following comment poses questions about how to participate in the NRC’s 
adjudicatory hearing process. 

Identifier:  B-2 

Response:  Any person whose interest may be affected by the proceeding to grant a renewed 
license to a specific facility may file a written request for a hearing or a petition for leave to 
intervene with respect to the renewal of the license.  The regulations related to intervening in a 
licensing action are governed by 10 CFR 2.309.  As noted in the 2010 scoping meeting and as 
indicated in the FRN issued on January 21, 2010 (75 FR 3493), any interested individual had 
the opportunity to submit a petition to intervene in the license renewal proceeding by March 22, 
2010.  At this time, the proceeding has been terminated so an individual interested in 
participating must meet the reopening standards in 10 CFR 2.326, as well as the contention 
admissibility requirements of 10 CFR 2.309. 

Comment:  The following comments pose general questions about the NRC’s license renewal 
process, such as questions about what information from the review will be available to the 
public, and questions about the operation of reactors in the post-license renewal period. 
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Identifiers:  CF-5 and CF-16 

Response:  A license renewal application is determined to be sufficient for docketing once the 
NRC staff verifies that an applicant has provided the information required per the regulations at 
10 CFR Parts 54 and 51.  The NRC staff follows the guidance in NUREG-1800, “Standard 
Review Plan for Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants,” and 
NUREG-1555, Supplement 1, “Standard Review Plans for Environmental Reviews for Nuclear 
Power Plants: Environmental Standard Review Plan for Operating License Renewal” in making 
its determination.  Additional information and documents associated with the NRC staff’s review 
DCPP, including draft or final reports prepared by the NRC staff, can be found on the DCPP 
license renewal website at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/licensing/renewal/applications/diablo-canyon.html.   

Additional information about which operating licenses the NRC has approved for operation 
beyond 40 years, as well as how to subscribe to license renewal correspondence for a particular 
plant can be found at the following website:  
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/licensing/renewal/applications.html. 

Comment:  The following comments endorse the information presented on the San Luis Obispo 
Mothers for Peace website. 

Identifiers:  115-L101-1 and 115-T001-36 

Response:  The information presented on the Mothers for Peace website was submitted in 
substantially similar form as part of comment documents L030 and L078 and will be responded 
to accordingly. 

2.2.4 Other Comments Outside the Scope of the NRC's Environmental Review 

Comment:  The following comments discuss issues relating to the need for power generated by 
DCPP.  Most of the comments expressed the opinion that the power generated by DCPP is not 
needed, with several of the comments stating that the California Independent System Operator 
had determined that the power from DCPP was not needed, and could be disruptive to the grid.  
One comment stated the opinion that the availability of alternative energy sources made the 
continued operation of DCPP unnecessary.  One comment stated that the SEIS should include 
an analysis of energy planning and policy options.  One commenter stated that the SEIS should 
analyze the disruption to the power distribution grid and increase in energy poverty that would 
result from denying the proposed license renewal. 

Identifiers:  017-L083-2, 051-L082-3, 075-L062-2, 077-L075-2, 118-L056-2, 136-L030-2, and 
151-T001-44 

Response:  The determination of the need for power generated by DCPP is considered to be 
outside the scope of license renewal, and the SEIS need not address it (10 CFR 51.95 (c)(2)).  
The purpose and need for the proposed action (issuance of a renewed license) is to provide an 
option that allows for power generation capability beyond the term of a current nuclear power 
plant operating license to meet future system generating needs, as such needs may be 
determined by other energy-planning decisionmakers.  This definition of purpose and need 
reflects the NRC’s recognition that, unless there are findings in the safety review required by the 
Atomic Energy Act or findings in the NEPA environmental analysis that would lead the NRC to 
reject a license renewal application, the NRC does not have a role in the energy-planning 

http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/licensing/renewal/applications/diablo-canyon.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/licensing/renewal/applications.html
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decisions of state regulators and utility officials as to whether a particular nuclear power plant 
should continue to operate. 

Comment:  The following comments discuss issues relating to the consideration of costs in the 
SEIS.  One comment expressed concern about PG&E prioritizing resources to maintain DCPP 
and its spent fuel, if it were unprofitable.  One comment suggested conducting a study to find 
ways to provide financial support for plant personnel during decommissioning and also to 
consider the costs of continuing to operate DCPP.  One comment suggested performing a 
comparative cost of decommissioning DCPP during different timeframes and one comment 
stated that nuclear power is not cost-effective compared to alternatives.  Other costs identified 
in comments include cleanup costs, cost of waste disposal, costs for complying with California's 
once-through cooling policy, cost of relicensing, cost per kilowatt- hour, and cost to the taxpayers. 

Identifiers:  B-9, H-4, W-1, W-2, W-3, AG-3, AG-6, AS-3, BA-3, BB-4, CF-18, CU-3, CV-1, 
CV-4, 017-L083-3, 021-L099-8, 028-L026-3, and 044-T001-63 

Response:  The consideration of economic costs are considered to be outside the scope of 
license renewal, and the SEIS need not address it (10 CFR 51.95 (c)(2)).  The purpose and 
need for the proposed action (issuance of a renewed license) is to provide an option that allows 
for power generation capability beyond the term of a current nuclear power plant operating 
license to meet future system generating needs, as such needs may be determined by other 
energy-planning decisionmakers.  Similarly, the decision whether or not to pursue nuclear 
power as a power generation source is a decision that is made by other energy-planning 
decisionmakers and is outside the scope of this review. 

With regard to concerns about PG&E providing appropriate funding to maintain plant systems 
and spent fuel storage, licensees are required to maintain plant systems and spent fuel storage 
in accordance with regulations, regardless of profit.  As part of its oversight of all power plant 
licensees, the NRC considers the financial qualifications of its licensees.  NRC regulations 
contain provisions (10 CFR 50.33(f)(5)) to determine and remain current on the financial 
qualifications of its reactor licensees, as necessary. 

Comment:  The following comments relate to the seismic or tsunami licensing bases for DCPP.  
On the topic of the DCPP seismic licensing basis, many comments express concern about a 
lack of certainty regarding the seismic setting around DCPP.  Many comments point out that 
multiple faults have been discovered around DCPP since the plants were originally licensed.  
Several of the comments question the ability of SSCs at DCPP to withstand a seismic event.  
Some comments stated that the NRC should consider DCPP’s ability to withstand a joint fault-
rupture scenario, with one comment providing information that the Newport-Inglewood Fault 
may be deeper than previously thought and that the San Andreas Fault may propagate a 
seismic event under certain circumstances.  One comment stated that DCPP is safe because 
the geologic conditions around the plant are different from other places and will not see large 
vertical ground motion that might be experienced other places.  One comment states that the 
NRC should conduct additional studies of local faults around DCPP and another comment 
states that the DCPP SAMA analysis fails to resolve important questions about the potential for 
earthquakes very near the plant. 

On the topic of the DCPP tsunami licensing basis, many comments expressed concern DCPP’s 
ability to withstand a tsunami and whether or not the licensing basis is adequate.  Some of the 
comments expressed concern that a tsunami generated by a seismic event in the Cascadia 
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Subduction Zone could impact DCPP.  One comment states that DCPP is safe from tsunamis 
because of the elevation of the plant relative to the ocean and that geologic conditions close to 
the plant are not sufficient to generate tsunami that would challenge DCPP. 

Several of the comments expressed concern about the potential for an accident resulting from 
an earthquake or tsunami.  Some of the comments express concerns related to emergency 
preparedness and one comment asked how and where people would evacuate.  One comment 
stated that experts could not be trusted.  One comment stated that the NRC could require 
additional earthquake and tsunami safety measures, if warranted. 

One comment asks what the design basis for DCPP is when so many changes have been made 
to the operating licenses since issuance. 

Identifiers:  A-2, F-2, G-2, H-1, N-1, Q-1, AG-1, AG-5, AG-7, AG-9, AZ-1, BH-4, BJ-3, BK-2, 
BN-4, BX-1, BX-10, BZ-2, CE-2, CF-10, CF-13, CF-15, CF-17, CF-19, CG-1, CI-4, CK-2, CK-4, 
CN-1, CP-2, CR-2, CS-1, CU-1, CU-5, 009-T002-36, 017-L083-4, 018-L037-1, 018-T001-14; 
021-L099-1, 021-L099-14, 021-T001-85, 021-T002-53, 023-L086-2, 023-L086-3, 035-T001-38, 
047-T001-33, 049-L060-2, 053-L088-6, 070-L025-1, 073-T001-23, 075-L062-3, 078-T002-31, 
099-T002-69, 106-L039-2, 106-L039-6, 113-L022-6, 121-T001-57, 134-L078-10, 134-L078-3, 
136-L030-4, 141-T002-3, 149-T002-15, 149-T002-18, and 151-T001-45 

Response:  The NRC’s review of the DCPP license renewal application takes into 
consideration external hazards, such as earthquakes and tsunamis, in two limited ways.  First, 
for the environmental review, the risk from external hazards are considered as part of the NRC 
staff’s review of PG&E’s SAMA analysis.  SAMAs are potential ways to reduce the risk or 
potential impacts of uncommon, but potentially severe accidents.  SAMAs may include changes 
to plant components, systems, procedures, and training.  The NRC’s evaluation of PG&E’s 
SAMA analysis will be documented in Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS.  Second, the external hazard 
licensing basis for the plant helps to inform the scope of the license renewal safety review.  
SSCs that are relied upon to remain functional during and after design basis events are within 
the scope of license renewal.  As such, the NRC staff review considers whether an applicant will 
adequately manage the effects of aging on these SSCs.  The results of the NRC staff’s safety 
review is documented in the safety evaluation report for license renewal. 

However, the adequacy of the DCPP seismic and tsunami design and licensing bases are 
issues that are addressed as part of the NRC’s ongoing regulatory oversight function.  As such, 
these issues are outside the scope of the NRC’s license renewal review, which is focused on 
managing the effects of aging during the period of extended operation.  As part of the Japan 
lessons-learned activities resulting from the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami, the NRC has 
used its regulatory authority under 10 CFR 50.54 to request licensees of operating nuclear 
power plants to reevaluate the existing seismic and flooding hazards that could affect their sites 
using present-day information.  These newly reevaluated hazards will be analyzed to determine 
whether SSCs need to be updated to protect against the new hazards.  For current information 
about this effort as it pertains to DCPP, please see the following websites:  
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan/plants/diab1.html (Unit 1) and 
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan/plants/diab2.html (Unit 2). 

For comments expressing concern about the potential for, or consequences of, an accident at 
DCPP, postulated accidents are a Category 1 issue.  The NRC staff will address whether or not 
any new and significant information relative to this issue has been identified over the course of 

http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan/plants/diab1.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan/plants/diab2.html
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the review, and, if so, will evaluate the information.  Because it has not previously been 
evaluated, SAMAs will be evaluated in Chapter 4 and Appendix F of the draft SEIS. 

Regarding the comment that states that the DCPP SAMA analysis fails to resolve important 
questions about the potential for earthquakes very near the plant, it is unclear what questions 
remain unresolved, or how the SAMA fails to address them.  To the extent that this comment 
suggests that PG&E’s July 2015 SAMA submittal, which considers revised seismic hazard 
information for DCPP, is inadequate, please see response to comment 076-T001-28 in 
Appendix A of the draft SEIS. 

Regarding the impacts on emergency preparedness and the question about how and where 
people would go in the event of an accident, emergency preparedness programs requiring 
specified levels of protection are required at all nuclear power plants from each licensee 
regardless of plant design, construction, or license date.  Requirements related to emergency 
planning are in the regulations at 10 CFR 50.47 and Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50.  
Emergency preparedness and planning are part of the current operating license and are outside 
the scope of the environmental analysis for license renewal. 

Comment:  The following comments claim that the NRC is ignoring a concern raised through 
the NRC’s Differing Professional Opinions (DPO) Program by Dr. Michael Peck, former Senior 
Resident Inspector at DCPP.  One of the comments requests copies of all correspondence, both 
internal to the NRC and between the NRC and PG&E, related to the issue. 

Identifiers:  021-L099-13, 073-T001-22, 106-L039-5, 106-L039-8, 141-T001-4, and 141-T002-2 

Response:  The NRC’s DPO Program is a formal process that allows employees and 
contractors to have their differing views on established, mission-related issues considered by 
the highest level managers in their organizations (i.e., Office Directors and Regional 
Administrators). The process also provides managers with an independent, three-person review 
of the issue, one of whom is chosen by the employee.  After a decision is issued to an 
employee, he or she may appeal the decision to the Executive Director for Operations for final 
disposition.  Additional information on the program can be found on the NRC’s website:  
http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/values.html. 

In July 2013, Dr. Peck filed a DPO identifying a number of concerns related to the consideration 
of seismic information from the Shoreline fault in the context of DCPP’s current licensing basis.  
Following established NRC procedures, the Executive Director for Operations issued a final 
determination that the seismic information had been appropriately considered within the context 
of the DCPP seismic licensing basis, noting agreement with Dr. Peck that there were no 
immediate or significant safety concerns associated with the issue (NRC 2014b).  Thus, the 
NRC followed established processes for addressing Dr. Peck’s DPO, and did not ignore it.  For 
more information on the issues considered in and the bases for the decisions reached on the 
DPO, please refer to NRC 2014b. 

To the extent that these comments raise issues about the adequacy of the DCPP seismic 
licensing basis, these issues are outside the scope of the NRC’s license renewal review, as 
described in the previous response. 

Comment:  The following comments address emergency planning-, or security-related issues.  
On the topic of emergency planning, most commenters expressed skepticism that emergency 

http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/values.html
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plans at DCPP are adequate.  Some comments specifically state the belief that earthquakes, 
tsunamis, or increased population during tourism season make emergency plans unworkable.  
Two comments request the NRC to consider the need for water evacuation from Point San Luis 
and the public safety impacts of shoaling.  One comment stated that the NRC should also 
consider fire protection. 

On the topic of plant security, many of the comments express the opinion that security plans at 
DCPP are inadequate.  Reasons given in comments include inadequate threat assessment (i.e., 
design-basis threat vs. “real-word” threat); a decrease in the number of force-on-force drills; an 
under-equipped, or otherwise under-prepared security force; the change in characteristics of the 
plant and threat environment since initial licensing; and lack of ability for the public to review the 
DCPP security plans.  Two comments expressed concern over the potential for theft or 
diversion of nuclear material.  One comment stated that the NRC should hold DCPP to the 
same standard as other nuclear power plants.  Several comments requested the NRC to 
address the justification for and benefits of the 1-mile exclusion zone in the waters around 
DCPP.  One comment requested that the intake cove be considered a harbor of refuge. 

Identifiers:  D-1, H-2, N-5, O-1, Z-1, AC-3, AJ-1, AL-1, BE-2, BE-3, BK-6, BX-5, CF-20, CF-14, 
CI-1, CI-2, CP-5, CP-6, CT-1, 008-L077-1, 008-L077-2, 018-L037-2, 053-L088-7, 054-T001-69, 
061-L054-2, 075-L062-4, 091-T002-30, 092-L027-11, 113-L022-2, 134-L078-4, 136-L030-5, 
136-L030-7, 141-T002-5, and 147-T001-73 

Response:  Emergency preparedness and security are part of the current operating license and 
are outside the scope of the environmental analysis for license renewal.  Emergency 
preparedness and physical security plans are required at all nuclear power plants and require 
specified levels of protection from each licensee regardless of plant design, construction, or 
license date.  Requirements related to emergency planning are in the regulations at 10 CFR 
50.47 and Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50.  Requirements related to physical security are in the 
regulations at 10 CFR Part 73.  Requirements related to fire protection are in the regulations at 
10 CFR Part 50.48 and Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.  These requirements apply to all 
operating licenses and will continue to apply to facilities with renewed licenses. 

The NRC has regulations in place to ensure that existing plans are updated throughout the life 
of all plants.  For example, nuclear power plant operators are required to update their 
evacuation time estimates after every U.S. Census, or when changes in population would 
increase the estimate by either 25 percent or 30 minutes, whichever is less.  Additionally, the 
NRC assesses the capabilities of the nuclear power plant operator to protect the public by 
requiring the performance of a full-scale exercise—that includes the participation of various 
Federal, State, and local government agencies—at least once every two years.  These 
exercises are performed in order to maintain the skills of the emergency responders and to 
identify and correct weaknesses. 

Comment:  The following comments relate to the current operation of and the current licensing 
basis for DCPP.  Several comments state that DCPP is not in compliance with Federal safety 
regulations or that the NRC fails to apply its regulations to DCPP.  One comment stated that the 
draft SEIS should make mention of a safety recognition from the Institute of Nuclear Power 
Operations.  Two comments cited an “unacceptable number of human performance 
deficiencies.”  Two comments stated that the NRC should include an evaluation of safety culture 
at DCPP in the SEIS.  One comment stated that the review should ensure that there are no 
leaking pipes, or personnel and safety problems experienced at other reactor sites. 
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Identifiers:  AM-1, BX-6, BX-11, CE-4, CP-4, 011-L096-3, 072-L090-4, 092-L027-8, 127-L098-
3, and 134-L078-8 

Response:  These comments are related to the current operation of and current licensing basis 
(CLB) for DCPP, which is outside the scope of license renewal.  The CLB is defined as the 
particular set of NRC requirements applicable to a licensed nuclear power plant and includes 
the NRC regulations, NRC Orders, safety and environmental license conditions, and technical 
specifications.  The NRC’s oversight of nuclear plants is an ongoing effort.  Each nuclear plant 
has at least two NRC resident inspectors who scrutinize day-to-day activities at nuclear power 
plants and ensure that the plant operator is adhering to the plant’s CLB.  The NRC’s Reactor 
Oversight Process (ROP) provides a means to collect information about a licensee’s 
performance, assess the information for its safety significance, and provide for the appropriate 
licensee and NRC response.  With the ROP, NRC inspectors monitor the performance of 
licensees in the areas of reactor safety, radiation safety for plant workers and the public during 
routine operations, and security. 

Additional information related to the NRC’s assessment of current performance at DCPP can be 
found at http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/ASSESS/DIAB1/diab1_chart.html (Unit 1) and 
http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/ASSESS/DIAB2/diab2_chart.html (Unit 2). 

In addition to the ROP, members of the public may also petition the Commission, in accordance 
with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.206, for consideration of safety issues arising during current 
operation and the period of extended operation of the plant, should a renewed license be 
granted. 

To the extent that these comments raise issues related to the aging management of structures, 
systems, and components, the primary purpose of the license renewal safety review is to 
determine if PG&E has adequately demonstrated that the effects of aging will not adversely 
affect any systems, structures, or components, as identified in 10 CFR 54.4.  In order to be 
granted renewed licenses, PG&E must demonstrate that aging effects will be adequately 
managed such that the original design assumptions for structures, systems, and components 
will continue to be valid throughout the period of extended operation.  The NRC staff is 
evaluating PG&E’s aging management programs as part of that safety of the license renewal 
application, which is separate from the environmental review.  The results of the NRC staff’s 
safety review is documented in the safety evaluation report for license renewal, which was 
issued in June 2011 (NRC 2011c).  The NRC staff intends to issue a supplement to the safety 
evaluation report to address information identified subsequent to 2011. 

Comment:  The following comment states that with limited liability under the Price-Anderson 
Act, PG&E does not have an incentive to operate DCPP safely. 

Identifier:  106-L039-3 

Response:  The Price-Anderson Act is a Federal law that governs liability-related issues for all 
nonmilitary nuclear facilities constructed in the United States before 2026.  The main purpose of 
the Act is to provide prompt and orderly compensation to members of the public who may incur 
damages from a nuclear incident, no matter who might be liable.  The Act provides “omnibus” 
coverage—the same protection available for a covered licensee or contractor indemnifies any 
persons who may be legally liable, regardless of their identity or relationship to the licensed 

http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/ASSESS/DIAB1/diab1_chart.html
http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/ASSESS/DIAB2/diab2_chart.html
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activity. Because the Act channels the obligation to pay compensation for damages to the 
licensee, any party with a claim only needs to bring its claim to the licensee or contractor. 

Currently, owners of nuclear power plants maintain $375 million in private insurance for offsite 
liability coverage for each reactor site (not per reactor).  This primary, or first tier, insurance is 
supplemented by a second tier.  In the event a nuclear accident causes damages in excess of 
$375 million, each licensee would be assessed a prorated share of the excess, up to $121.255 
million per reactor.  If 15 percent of these funds are expended, prioritization of the remaining 
amount would be left to a federal district court.  If the second tier is depleted, Congress is 
committed to determine whether additional disaster relief is required. 

All nuclear power plants must comply with NRC regulations, regardless of coverage under the 
Price-Anderson Act.  As described in the previous response, the NRC ensures safe operation at 
DCPP and other nuclear power plants through the Reactor Oversight Process. 

Comment:  The following comments express concern about the potential loss of offsite power 
event caused by grid failure, citing vulnerability to both malicious and natural events.  One 
comment stated that emergency diesel generators that provide backup power are also 
vulnerable to failure. 

Identifiers:  011-L096-5 and 088-T001-81 

Response:  As required by 10 CFR 50.63, all nuclear power plants must be able to maintain 
core cooling and containment integrity for a specified duration following the complete loss of 
alternating current power, referred to as a station blackout.  Subsequent to the accident at 
Fukushima, the NRC (2012) issued the Mitigation Strategies Order requiring all U.S. nuclear 
power plants to implement strategies that will allow them to cope without their permanent 
electrical power sources for an extended period of time.  These strategies must keep the reactor 
core and spent fuel cool, as well as protect the thick concrete containment buildings that 
surround each reactor. 

The NRC is working to codify the Mitigation Strategies Order in regulations through the 
rulemaking process, which is separate from the license renewal process.  This rulemaking, 
referred to as the Mitigation Strategies for Beyond Design Basis Events Rulemaking, will ensure 
that if a nuclear power plant loses power, it will have sufficient procedures, strategies, and 
equipment to cope with the loss of power for an indefinite amount of time.  All rulemaking-
related documents are available on www.regulations.gov by searching for the docket NRC-
2014-0240. 

Comment:  The following comment ask whether or not the DCPP hydrogen suppression 
system has been updated since the Three Mile Island accident in 1979. 

Identifier:  049-L060-3 

Response:  This comment relates to the CLB of DCPP.  As described above, the NRC ensures 
compliance with the CLB through its ongoing regulatory oversight function, whereas the focus of 
the NRC’s license renewal review is managing the effects of aging on SSCs during the period of 
extended operation. 

Comment:  The following comment states that DCPP is at-risk for fire damage due to drought 
conditions in the area. 

http://www.regulations.gov/
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Identifier:  070-L025-3 

Response:  All nuclear power plants are designed to withstand a variety of unlikely, but 
potentially harmful events, including fire events.  Nuclear power plants today use multiple layers 
of fire protection features to protect plant safety systems, including fire barriers (such as 
insulation), fire detection systems and fire suppression systems (such as sprinklers).  Every 
plant must have a fire protection plan outlining the fire protection program, installed fire 
protection systems, and the means to assure the reactor can be safely shutdown in the event of 
a fire.  The NRC lists these requirements in 10 CFR 50.48(a). The NRC regularly inspects how 
plants achieve and maintain the reactor’s safe shutdown capability in the event of a fire. 

Comment:  The following comments relate to the final disposition of spent fuel.  Most of the 
comments express concern about what will be done with the spent fuel at DCPP given the lack 
of a repository, with many of the comments stating that the spent fuel will remain onsite 
indefinitely.  Many of the comments express concern about being able to safely store spent fuel 
in pools and dry casks in the interim.  Some of the comments state that the NRC should include 
an evaluation of alternate configurations and/or technologies to store spent fuel.  One comment 
identifies reprocessing as a solution and one comment states that reprocessing should not be 
considered a solution.  Two comments identify hardened onsite storage as a solution.  One of 
the comments states that, in the absence of a repository, the NRC should require a variety of 
measures, including hardened onsite storage, low-density fuel pool loading, increased security 
capabilities, and dedicated funding to State and local governments to perform monitoring. 

Identifiers:  B-8, D-3, G-3, N-3, S-2, V-1, AO-1, AS-7, BE-5, BI-1, BJ-2, BJ-4, BJ-9, BN-3, BX-
2, CE-1, CE-3, CE-6, CI-5, CK-3, CP-3, and CS-2 

Response:  The GEIS (NRC 2013) evaluated the impacts associated with onsite storage of 
spent fuel, including the impacts of potential severe accidents in spent fuel pools and concluded 
that spent fuel storage could be accomplished during the license renewal term safely and 
without significant environmental impact.  The issue of spent fuel storage is a Category 1 issue.  
The NRC staff will address in Chapter 4 of the SEIS whether or not any new and significant 
information relative to this issue has been identified over the course of the review, and, if so, will 
evaluate the information.  Similarly, the NRC generically evaluated the environmental impacts of 
continuing to store spent fuel beyond the license term in NUREG-2157.  This evaluation 
included an evaluation of impacts in the unlikely situation that a repository is not built.  In 
accordance with 10 CFR 51.23, the impact determinations in NUREG-2157 regarding continued 
storage are deemed incorporated into the SEIS for DCPP license renewal. 

On the topic of the final disposition of spent fuel, as described in NUREG-2157, the national 
policy for the ultimate disposition of spent fuel remains disposal at a repository.  This was 
affirmed by the Department of Energy in 2013, who stated its intent to have a repository sited 
and licensed by 2048 (DOE 2013). 

Regarding requiring PG&E to implement low-density spent fuel pool loading or hardened onsite 
storage, the NRC has evaluated, or is currently evaluating these issues for all nuclear power 
plants.  Following an NRC staff assessment of the issue, the Commission determined not to 
pursue further evaluation of the expedited transfer of spent fuel from pools to dry storage to 
achieve low-density spent fuel pool loading.  Regarding hardened onsite storage, the NRC is 
considering, in its update of the independent spent fuel storage installation security 
requirements, a request that the NRC require hardened onsite storage at all power plants (77 
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FR 63254).  As for funding State and local governments to perform monitoring around nuclear 
power plant, the NRC has neither the authority, nor the funding to provide such grants. 

For comments that discuss reprocessing, commercial reprocessing is not practiced in the U.S., 
although it has been practiced in the past.  The NRC is currently working to identify and 
establish the regulations necessary to license and regulate a reprocessing facility.  For more 
information, please visit:  http://www.nrc.gov/materials/reprocessing.html. 

Comment:  The following calls for the NRC to standardize designs for spent fuel storage 
systems to allow for transportation and extended storage. 

Identifier:  151-T001-46 

Response:  Spent fuel may be stored in casks and canisters that are licensed for storage only, 
or for both storage and transportation.  Both types of cask certification are acceptable for 
storage provided they meet NRC requirements.  All dry cask storage systems are review and 
approved by the NRC through the appropriate licensing process to ensure compliance with 
regulations. 

Contrary to statements made in the comment, the NRC has not approved storage for 100 years, 
or greater.  The approved storage term is defined by the individual license, or cask certification, 
which depends on whether the independent spent fuel storage installation is site-specifically, or 
generally-licensed.  In neither case will the maximum approved term exceed 40 years. 

Comment:  The following comments relate to reprocessing and recycling of nuclear waste.  
Most comments advocate reprocessing or the use of recycled fuel.  One comment states that 
reprocessing is not the answer. 

Identifiers:  B-11, K-2, X-1, AB-3, BM-4, CT-2 

Response:  Reprocessing refers to the processing of reactor fuel to separate the unused 
fissionable material from waste material.  Reprocessing extracts isotopes from spent fuel so 
they can be used again as reactor fuel.  Commercial reprocessing is not practiced in the U.S., 
although it has been practiced in the past.  However, the U.S. Department of Defense oversees 
reprocessing programs at Department of Energy facilities such as in Hanford, WA, and 
Savannah River, SC.  These wastes as well as those wastes at a formerly operating commercial 
reprocessing facility at West Valley, NY, are not regulated by the NRC.  The NRC is currently 
working to identify and establish the regulations necessary to license and regulate a 
reprocessing facility.  For more information, please visit:  
http://www.nrc.gov/materials/reprocessing.html. 

Comment:  The following comments express opinions about the NRC.  One comment 
expressed skepticism about the NRC; one comment suggests that the NRC lacks transparency; 
and one comment suggests that the NRC is cozy with the entities it regulates.  One comment 
states that the NRC has a credibility problem. 

Identifiers:  BH-1, BK-1, 089-T002-60, 092-L027-4, 106-L039-7, and 138-T002-37 

Response:  The NRC strives to be an open, accountable, and accessible Federal regulator.  
Additional information on the agency’s effort to maximize transparency can be found at the 
following website:  http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/open.html. 

http://www.nrc.gov/materials/reprocessing.html
http://www.nrc.gov/materials/reprocessing.html
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/open.html
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Comment:  The following comments relate to the events at Fukushima.  One comment stated 
that all of the recommendations from the NRC’s taskforce assigned to study the event must be 
implemented before considering license renewal at DCPP.  Two comments stated that all of the 
reactors at Fukushima and Onagawa survived the earthquake, but that the tsunami was the 
issue.  One comment stated that contaminated water continues to flow into the Pacific Ocean.  
One comment relayed a visit to Fukushima, stating that the people she spoke with were more 
concerned about effects of increased air pollution from the fossil fuels used as replacement 
power generation than radiation from the accident. 

Identifiers:  053-L088-5, 079-T002-51, 134-L078-11, 141-T002-7, and 142-T001-50 

Response:  In response to the accident at Fukushima, the NRC has taken significant action to 
enhance the safety of reactors in the United States based on the lessons learned from this 
accident.  Because lessons learned from this accident are applicable to many nuclear power 
plants in the US, the NRC has established a process, which is separate from the license 
renewal process, for the identification and implementation of lessons learned.  Refer to the NRC 
Japan Lessons Learned website (http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan-
dashboard.html) for a current status of these activities. 

Comment:  The following comments relate to the effects of hydraulic fracturing (fracking) and 
deep-well injection and the potential for impacts on DCPP. 

Identifiers:  039-L053-1 and 138-T002-38 

Response:  Activities associated with hydraulic fracturing and deep-well injection are not 
regulated by the NRC. The underground injection of the wastewater produced as a byproduct of 
the hydraulic fracturing process is regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency via 
Underground Injection Control regulations (40 CFR Parts 144–148).  The discharge of 
wastewater to surface water is regulated under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System permit regulations pursuant to the Clean Water Act.  These regulations, along with the 
permitting of hydraulic fracturing and deep-well injection operations, are administered by the 
State of California. 

Comment:  The following comment poses a series of general questions. 

Identifier:  085-L087-1 

Response:  To the extent these questions relate to PG&E’s compliance with applicable 
environmental requirements, the NRC will describe this compliance in Chapter 3 and Appendix 
B of the draft SEIS.  None of the other questions posed raise issues within the scope of the 
NRC’s environmental review, and most of the questions relate to issues that should be directed 
towards the State of California or PG&E.  Regarding the funding and staffing levels at the NRC, 
the agency receives its funding via the Congressional appropriation process, similar to other 
Federal agencies.  Additional information about the NRC, including its leadership and other 
relevant information can be found at the NRC’s website (www.nrc.gov). 

Comment:  The following comment incorporates comments submitted in response to a request 
for comment on the NRC’s Continued Storage rulemaking. 

Identifier:  115-L101-3 

http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan-dashboard.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/ops-experience/japan-dashboard.html
http://www.nrc.gov/
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Response:  The comment provided relate to the continued storage of spent fuel following 
permanent cessation of reactor operations and issues outside the scope of license renewal 
(e.g., spent fuel pool loading density).  The NRC staff considered these comments as part of its 
Continued Storage rulemaking and responses to these comments can be found in Appendix D 
of NUREG-2157 (NRC 2014c). 

Comment:  The following comments relate to issues that fall within the purview of the State of 
California, or relate to interactions between PG&E and the State.  One comment also raises 
issues related to spent fuel storage at DCPP and emergency planning. 

Identifiers:  A-1, CU-6, 025-T001-12, 051-L082-5, 053-L088-13, 118-L056-3, and 141-T001-6 

Response:  The State of California energy policy and interactions between the State and PG&E 
are outside of the regulatory authority of the NRC.  Regarding compliance with water quality 
standards, the NRC will describe DCPP’s compliance with relevant water quality standards in 
Chapter 3 and Appendix B of the draft SEIS; however, the enforcement of these standards, 
including compliance with the State’s Once-Through Cooling Policy, are outside of the NRC’s 
authority.  Regarding emergency planning, as described above, the NRC evaluates the 
effectiveness of emergency plans as part of its ongoing regulatory oversight process, which is 
separate from the license renewal process.  On the issue of spent fuel storage, spent fuel 
storage during the license renewal term is a Category 1 issue.  The NRC staff will address 
whether or not any new and significant information relative to this issue has been identified over 
the course of the review, and, if so, will evaluate the information in Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS.  
Any issues related to loading of casks at DCPP will be addressed as part of its site-specific 
independent spent fuel storage installation license. 

Comment:  The following relates to the availability of uranium for fuel.  

Identifier:  CP-8 

Response:  The environmental impacts of the uranium fuel cycle is a Category 1 issue.  The 
NRC staff will address whether or not any new and significant information relative to this issue 
has been identified over the course of the review, and, if so, will evaluate the information in 
Chapter 4 of the draft SEIS.  However, the availability of uranium fuel for nuclear power plant 
operation is outside the scope of the NRC’s license renewal environmental review. 

Comment:  The following comment raise a variety of other general issues that are outside the 
scope of the NRC’s environmental review. 

Identifiers:  B-1, B-4, W-4, 038-T002-57, 075-L062-8, 092-L027-1, 092-L027-12, 097-L071-1, 
104-L069-1, and 141-T002-8 

Response:  These comments are general in nature and provide no new and significant 
information related to the NRC’s environmental review of PG&E’s license renewal application.  
As such, these comments will not be evaluated further in the development of the SEIS. 
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4 Comment Letters and Meeting Transcripts 
The following pages contain the comments provided during the scoping period.  The comments 
are from letters, emails, and the transcripts of the public scoping meetings.  Each comment is 
identified by its unique comment identifier, as discussed in Section 2 of this report.  Section 4.1 
includes those comments submitted during the 2010 scoping period, presented in order of 
commenter, as identified in Table 1.  Section 4.2 includes those comments submitted during the 
2015 scoping period, presented in order of commenter, as identified in Table 2. 

4.1 Comments Submitted During the 2010 Scoping Period 
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4.2 Comments Submitted During the 2015 Scoping Period 
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